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Introduction
What follows is the community risk assessment and standards of cover document adopted by
the Arvada Fire Protection District (the District). The purpose of this document is to define the
community served, the services provided, and the service expectations of the District Board,
personnel, and the community. To assure industry consistency and to aid in its development,
this document follows the model defined in the Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE)
Community Risk Assessment: Standards of Cover, 6th Edition.
This document allows citizens, partner agencies, and personnel to understand the capabilities,
risks, and services that the District is able and willing to provide to external and internal
customers. Creating this document required an analysis of many aspects of the community and
the District. Many individuals and all the District’s divisions had input into this document.
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Executive Summary
The District’s Community Risk Assessment: Standards of Cover evaluated response resources,
deployment strategies, operational elements, and overall community risks. It established
response time targets and goals as well as standards for measuring the effectiveness of
resources within the District and the deployment of those resources. It follows the
recommended outline in the Center for Public Safety Excellence, Community Risk Assessment:
Standards of Cover 6th Edition.
In general terms, the District is a special district organized in May of 1949 under Title 32 of the
Colorado Revised Statutes and provides fire protection and emergency medical services to its
community. The District’s service area encompasses portions of the cities of Arvada and Wheat
Ridge as well as areas of unincorporated Jefferson County.
The District operates eight fire stations, serving a primarily urban area of approximately fortythree square miles with a resident population of approximately 133,000 people. The District
uses eleven geographic planning zones (GPZs) generally centered on current and future station
response areas.
The Insurance Services Office (ISO) reviews the fire protection resources within communities
and provides a community fire protection rating system from which insurance rates are often
based. The rating system evaluates three primary areas: the emergency communication and
dispatch system, fire suppression capabilities, and the community’s pressurized hydrant or
tanker-based water supply. The overall rating is then expressed as a number between one and
ten, with one being the highest level of protection and ten being nearly or completely
unprotected. As of the latest rating (December 2017), ISO gave the District a rating of Class
2/2X. Class-2 applies to all property within five road miles of a fire station and 1,000 feet of a
fire hydrant. Class-2X applies to all property beyond 1,000 feet of a fire hydrant but within five
road miles of a fire station.
To define the overall objective and performance of the District it has adopted the following
Mission Statement:

“Our mission is to preserve life, property, and the environment.”
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Component A – Documentation of Area Characteristics
Community Overview
Community and District History
The town of Arvada was formally posted on December 1, 1870 with a population of just 100.1
The town incorporated in 1904 and the town board began implementing fire ordinances in 1906.
They attempted to start a fire service in 1907 after purchasing an acid pressurized water cart but
the equipment and funding proved to be inadequate. In 1910, the town purchased enough
equipment to outfit two volunteer hose companies, Hose Company #1 and Hose Company #2.
In 1911, these two groups of volunteers merged and officially formed the Arvada Fire
Department. These volunteers worked under the funding and overall direction of the town until
1949 when voters approved the formation of the District. This special tax district was formed
and continues to operate under Title 32 of the Colorado Revised Statutes. When it was initially
established the District owned and funded all the emergency response assets but staffing still
came from the all-volunteer members of the Arvada Volunteer Fire Department (AVFD).
In 1953, the District consisted of one station (purpose-built that year), three pieces of motorized
apparatus, and the AVFD consisted of thirty-five members. The District’s service area was
roughly twenty-nine square miles, and the AVFD answered about 60 incidents a year. The
AVFD added higher levels of emergency medical care and specialized response such as
hazardous materials, technical rescue, and water rescue. By 1980, the District had grown to
thirty-five square miles, had over forty pieces of modern firefighting equipment, eight stations,
and a modern training center. The AVFD consisted of about 180 volunteers, making it the
largest all-volunteer department west of the Mississippi River. The volunteers responded to
over 3,600 incidents that year.
In April 1999, the District took over all responsibilities of the fire service. The District absorbed
the personnel of the AVFD and the district manager became the first career fire chief. In June,
the District hired career firefighters to staff six of the eight fire stations during daytime hours,
Monday through Friday. In November of that year the voters approved a mil levy increase and
enough career firefighters were hired to staff those same six fire stations, 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. The remaining two stations were staffed by volunteers, some working shifts and
others responding on an on-call basis.
By the end of 2007, the District had hired enough career firefighters to staff all eight fire stations.
In 2008, the District outfitted two frontline apparatus with advanced life support (ALS)
capabilities to better serve the customers in the north and west areas of the District. However,
transportation of patients to the hospital was still accomplished using a private ambulance
service provider. On March 1, 2013, the District added four ALS ambulances to augment its, by
1

Source: City of Arvada, arvada.org
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then, four ALS engines. At that time the District began transportation of patients to hospitals
from within the City of Arvada and unincorporated Jefferson County areas in in the District. In
2016, the District took over transport services for the portion of the District comprised of the City
of Wheat Ridge.

Service Area
The District provides services to most of the City of Arvada, a portion of the City of Wheat
Ridge, and portions of unincorporated Jefferson County. The District’s boundaries are
contiguous without any remote areas or service “islands” and share a border to the southeast
with the City and County of Denver. Similar urban communities surround it on the north, east,
and south. The District’s west side is classified as rural and borders wildland and wildland
urban interface areas.
The District’s service area is approximately forty-three square miles and consists of a mix of
metropolitan, urban, suburban, rural, commercial, industrial, and undeveloped open space. The
predominate zoning use for the community is residential and approximately 81 percent of all
buildings are single-family residential structures of varying ages and sizes. The District services
two interstate highways (I-70 and I-76), two major rail lines, a commuter line, and several state
highways. Highways and major thoroughfares connect the communities that border the District.
The central and eastern areas of the District are developed and occupied. Over the past five
years, the development of the northwest area has substantially increased and will continue at its
current pace. It is anticipated that build out of the northwest area will occur in the next 10-15
years. The western area is a large open space and park conservation area.
The District’s response services are provided from eight fire stations. It maintains a fleet of
twenty-four apparatus, including engines, trucks, brush trucks, ambulances and thirty-seven
other specialty and staff vehicles. The District operates four support facilities. This includes a
modern training facility, its own vehicle maintenance shop, a headquarters building and a
central supply building.
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Figure 1: District Boundary Information

Response Deployment Methodology versus Geographic Planning Zones
The District uses automatic vehicle location (AVL) equipped resources that tie directly into the
computer aided dispatch system (CAD). This combination of technologies allows the District to
deploy the closest adequate types of resources versus the traditional station boundary and first
due areas. This closest unit dispatch philosophy allows the District to move equipment into
service holes more predictably and efficiently.
The District recognizes the benefits of having geographic planning zones and has developed
these based generally on predicted travel time from station locations. This allows the staff to
better understand the efficiencies and barriers to responses and for the station crews to take
ownership of these areas. The following map is the geographic planning zones as adopted.
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Figure 2: Geographic Planning Zones

Each geographic planning zone is evaluated by population density to establish performance
benchmarks. While the District is generally classified as Urban2 , each geographic planning
zone is classified for response purposes.

2

Source: CPSE Standards of Cover 6th Ed.
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Figure 3: Building Ages

The primary building technique for most of buildings is wood frame platform-built structures,
commonly referred to as “Type V”. Most buildings have basements of all types and many have
more than one floor above ground. While the “Type V” building is the most common, there are
examples of most building techniques employed throughout the area including balloon frame,
ordinary, fire resistive, non-combustible, and a few heavy timber buildings.

Population Overview
Current Population Information
The District serves a population of approximately 133,000 people, although it is estimated that
the population drops to about 103,9323 residents during daytime hours. Vehicle and rail traffic

3

Source: ESRI Data - linked to 2010 Census Bureau
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increase the number of people passing through or shopping in the district above the base
population.

Population Density
Population density can affect the number and severity of emergency responses. Typically, the
more densely populated an area, the higher the fire risk and demand for services. Areas of
higher fire risk require a greater number of personnel and apparatus to effectively mitigate
emergencies. Areas with a higher incident activity require additional response units to ensure
reliable response. An area’s anticipated level of risk influences staffing and deployment
decisions.
Most communities contain areas with different population densities and property risk, allowing
the community’s policy makers to specify different response performance goals by geographic
area. The District’s service area, based on population density, is primarily urban; however,
some geographic planning zones are more readily classified as rural.

Figure 4: Geographic Planning Zone Density Classifications
GPZ

Total Population

Density / Classification

1

19,535

4,008 per square mile / Urban

2

13,537

2,794 per square mile / Urban

3

14,567

3,060 per square mile / Urban

4

13,764

4,989 per square mile / Urban

5

19,115

4,338 per square mile / Urban

6

23,127

4,795 per square mile / Urban

7

6,694

2,253 per square mile / Urban

8

12,707

1,591 per square mile / Urban

9

6,550

82 per square mile / Rural

10

2,849

6 per square mile / Rural

11

1,048

121 per square mile / Rural

The District
Generally

133,493

2,748 per square mile / Urban
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There is a direct correlation between population density and service demand. Therefore, it is
useful to assess the distribution of the population within a given region.

Population Demographics
There are several population features that can influence demand for service. To better illustrate
the distribution of the general population the District demographics have been broken down into
the following categories: Age, socioeconomic standing, foreign born, and differently abled.
Age:
One of the factors that can influence emergency service demand, particularly emergency
medical services, is the population’s age. The following chart examines the District’s population,
segmented by age groups. It is important to note that the census boundaries do not exactly
match the district’s boundaries. However, these numbers do provide a close approximation of
the District’s population by age group.
Figure 5: Estimated Population by Age4
Age Group

4

Population

Percent

Under 5

7,101

5.2%

5-9

7,703

5.6%

10-14

8,610

7.1%

15-24

15,464

11.8%

25-34

16,496

11.4%

35-44

16,243

11.9%

45-54

18,424

14.6%

55-64

19,725

15.3%

65-74

14,031

10.3%

75-84

6,724

4.5%

85 or >

2,972

1.9%

TOTAL

133,493

Source: ESRI Data - linked to 2010 Census Bureau
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When examining ages of citizens there are certain demographics that are at higher risk during
fire and medical calls. Older adults, age 65 and greater may require more assistance and may
not be able to fend for themselves during an emergency and the very young also may not be as
able to summon help nor are they as likely to be self-sufficient during an emergency.
Understanding the density of these age groups can assist the District in evaluating future calls
for service.
Socioeconomic:
Much of the population of Arvada is classified in the moderate to upper income area with a
median household income in Arvada of $75,6405 with 6.9 percent of the population falling below
the poverty line for the city. Even though most of the District area is above the poverty line, it
does include economically disadvantaged or impoverished populations.
Foreign Born:
Another demographic factor for the District is the number and location of foreign-born individuals
in the area. This population has an increased risk due to their unfamiliarity with the services
and customs of the area as well as the potential for communication issues. The District is
actively working to better serve this population through community risk reduction efforts that
include targeted outreach and provided education materials to specific ethnicities.
Differently Abled:
Another category of at-risk individuals considered in our community risk assessment are those
who are differently abled. This population has special needs causing them to be incapable of
self-preservation: including dependence on mobility assistance, care by others, different
communication needs, or physical help from caregivers during an emergency. While there are
many individuals with these special needs, there are areas where these individuals are
concentrated due to accessibility to specific services and assistance.

Component B – Description of Agency Programs and
Services
Organization Overview
Governance and Lines of Authority
The District organized as a special tax district under Title 32 of the Colorado Revised Statutes in
1949. Five elected district board members, who each serve a four-year term, govern the
District. The Board provides policy direction for the District with administration being delegated

5

Source: United States census bureau - census.gov
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to the Fire Chief. The Board is provided the necessary power and authority to govern the
provision of fire protection and emergency services.

Organizational Finance
The District’s operating funds are generated primarily from property taxes and, to a lesser
degree, fees for services and other revenues. Establishment of financial policy for the District is
the responsibility of the elected Board, with the fire chief responsible for fiscal administration.
To cover unexpected disastrous expenses the Board has set a minimum reserve fund amount
to cover a minimum of three months expenditures. As of January 1, 2017, the reserve fund was
approximately $6.5 million. In addition, the Colorado Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights (TABOR)
requires that special districts maintain a fund equal to three percent or more of its fiscal year
spending. For 2017 this was approximately $880,000.
The District uses a one-year budget cycle to prepare the operating budget and the capital
improvement plan based on a January through December fiscal year. Additionally, the District
prepares a comprehensive annual financial report (CAFR) which provides extensive details on
the District’s financial management and internal controls.

Organizational Staffing
The District is organized under a traditional fire service command structure. The chain of
command is identified with common roles for a district of our size. The District has eight fire
stations that house emergency response resources. The District’s organizational chart is
functional and primary roles are well identified (Figure 6). The District’s senior management
team includes the Fire Chief, Deputy Chief, Planning and Support Services Chief, and Fire
Marshal.

Staffing Information Overview
Fire and emergency medical service organizations must provide adequate staffing in four key
areas: emergency services, risk mitigation (community risk reduction), support, and
administration. The District is broken down into four key divisions; operations, planning and
support services, fire marshal office, and administration. Each division reports directly to the fire
chief.
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Figure 6: District Organization Chart Overview

Emergency Services Staff
An adequate and well-trained staff of emergency responders is critical in mitigating the
community’s emergency incidents. Insufficient staffing at an operational scene decreases the
effectiveness of the response and increases the risk of injury to both responders and the public.

Operations Division
There are 150 sworn and one civilian response position working in the operations division. One
hundred and thirty firefighters and six battalion chiefs operate on a 48/96-hour shift schedule,
providing 24-7 coverage for emergency response. The division is led by the deputy chief and is
divided into battalions A, B, and C. Two battalion chiefs are on duty each day reporting directly
to the deputy chief. In addition to the deputy chief and battalion chiefs, members assigned to
the operations division include 8 captains, 16 lieutenants, 24 engineers, 38
firefighter/paramedics, and 52 firefighter/ EMTs. The training section is also part of the
19
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operations division consisting of a training chief and training lieutenant. The EMS section is the
final section of the operations division consisting of an EMS chief, EMS captain, and an EMS
lieutenant. There is also an administrative assistant who provides internal and external
customer service for operations, including clerical support, project management, and
professional communications.
Although the primary responsibility of the operations division is to respond to
emergency incidents, members of the division value the importance of injury and fire prevention.
Operations division members support the mission of the organization by completing child
passenger safety (car seat) inspections and installations, smoke alarm installations, and by
providing a wide variety of other public education services.

Community Risk Reduction Staff
A major section of the operations division is community risk reduction (CRR). Through
collaborative partnerships internal to both the section and the department; and externally with
the community, the principles of the Five-E's will be applied to reduce threats by fire and
traumatic injuries to the lives and property of those that reside, work, and visit our district. The
Five-E’s include Educate, Engineering, Enforce, Economic Incentives, and Emergency
Response.
The community risk reduction section provides public information, community outreach and
public education consisting of a battalion chief and two community risk reduction specialists.
The primary focus is to reduce threats by fire and traumatic injuries to the lives and property of
those that reside, work, and visit our district.

Fire Marshal’s Office Staff
The fire marshal’s office (FMO) consists of a fire marshal, deputy fire marshal, two fire
prevention specialists, two fire inspectors and two part-time fire inspectors and provides fire
prevention, plan reviews, inspections of occupancies, and fire investigation. There is a
receptionist who provides support to CRR as well as general administrative duties for the
headquarters building. The primary focus is to reduce threats by fire to the lives and property of
those that reside, work, and visit our district.

Planning and Support Services Staff
The primary function of the District’s planning and support services staff is to ensure operational
entities of the organization can accomplish their service delivery responsibilities to the public.
The division provides critical systems and services support, planning and documentation for
performance and continuous improvement, and fleet and building maintenance for the District.
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Administration Staff
The primary function of the District’s administration staff is to meet the business needs of the
organization. Administrative personnel perform numerous tasks in support of the District.
Finance and human resources are key sections of this division. The division is responsible for
budget tracking, and financial statement preparation, payroll, assisting with election processes,
hiring and promotional processes, and a variety of administrative assistance in all areas.

Services Provided
The District provides a variety of services, including fire suppression, advanced life support level
emergency medical service, entrapment extrication, moderate-angle rescue, trench rescue,
confined space rescue, and hazardous materials emergency response.
The following chart provides basic information on each of the District’s core services, its general
resource capability for that service, and information regarding staff resources for that service.
Figure 7: Core Services Summary
Service

General Resource/
Asset Capability

Basic Staffing Capability
per Shift

Fire Suppression

6 staffed Engines

8 Company Officers

2 staffed Aerial trucks

8 Engineers

5 ALS Ambulances

26 Firefighters

2 Command Response units

2 Battalion Chiefs

1 Safety Officer
Additional mutual aid engines,
aerials, and support units available
Emergency Medical Services

1 BLS Engine w/AED

8 Company Officers

5 ALS Engines

8 Engineers

5 ALS Ambulances

26 Firefighters (12 Paramedics)

1 ALS Rescue

2 Battalion Chiefs

1 ALS Aerial Truck
1 Safety Officer
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Hazardous Materials Response

General Resource/
Asset Capability

Basic Staffing Capability
per Shift

1 Hazardous Response vehicles (a
cross staffed company with Truck
54)

7 Station officers

5 ALS Ambulances

26 Firefighters

Vehicles equipped with personal
protective equipment, gas and
radiation monitoring equipment,
containment supplies, and nonsparking tools

2 Battalion Chiefs

2019

7 Engineers

1 HazMat Tech Officer
3 HazMat Tech Fire Fighter
In addition:

1 Safety Officer
In addition:

200 Hazmat Technicians are
available via Mutual Aid

6 Hazardous Response Vehicles
available via Mutual Aid
Vehicle Extrication

4 companies are considered Heavy
Rescues that are complemented
with cutters, spreaders, an
assortment of hydraulic rams,
vehicle stabilization including an
assortment of cribbing and high lift
jacks and rescue 42s, hand tools,
and battery powered tools. In
addition, some units have a set of
high-pressure air bags, air powered
saws and chisels.

8 Station officers*
8 Engineers*
26 Firefighters*
2 Battalion Chiefs*
* (All are trained in vehicle
extrication)

1 Safety Officer
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Service

General Resource/
Asset Capability

Basic Staffing Capability
per Shift

High Angle Rescue

1 Engine

All 4 crewmembers assigned to
Engine 55 are trained to the
operational level trained, some
having additional training at the
technician level.

1 Rescue
Crew of 4 FF will split between E
and R: 2 personnel on each. Rescue
is equipped with rescue related
rope and all hardware.
1 Safety Officer

Confined Space Rescue

1 Engine
1 Rescue
Crew of 4 FF will split between E
and R: 2 personnel on each. Rescue
equipped with tripod, supplied airlines, air monitoring, rescue rope
equipment and patient packaging
equipment.
1 Safety Officer

In addition, as a partnering agency,
the district has access to all
resources of the heavy rescue FEMA
US&R CO-TF1 team. Additional
support can be summoned through
the North Area Technical Rescue
Team.
All 4 crewmembers assigned to
Engine 55 are trained to the
operational level trained, some
having additional training at the
technician level.
In addition, as a partnering agency,
the district has access to all
resources of the heavy rescue FEMA
US&R CO-TF1 team. Additional
support can be summoned through
the North Area Technical Rescue
Team.
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Service

General Resource/
Asset Capability

Basic Staffing Capability
per Shift

Trench and Collapse Rescue

1 Engine

All 4 crewmembers assigned to
Engine 55 are trained to the
operational level trained, some
having additional training at the
technician level.

1 Rescue
1 Trench and Collapse Trailer
Crew of 4 FF will split between E
and R: 2 personnel on each. Rescue
will pull Trench and Collapse trailer
equipped with shoring panels,
lumber. Cribbing and hand tools.
Rescue will have rope and other
equipment.

In addition, as a partnering agency,
the district has access to all
resources of the heavy rescue FEMA
US&R CO-TF1 team. Additional
support can be summoned through
the North Area Technical Rescue
Team.

1 Safety Officer
Water/Ice Rescue

2 boats
1 ATV (8-wheel floating ARGO)
4 PFD/water rope equipped engines
2 Ice entry suit equipped engines
1 Safety Officer

Wildland/Open Space Fires

1 Type 1 Engine
3 Type VI Engines
1 Safety Officer

Most department career personnel
are trained and current with ice
rescue entry suits and rescue
through Dive Rescue International.
In addition, station 2 crewmembers
are trained and current in swift
water rescue, also through Diver
Rescue International.
During open space emergency
responses within the District the
closest engine will respond and one
of the engine companies that have a
type VI engine housed with it will
respond.
The Type I engine is available for
deployments and responses both
within and outside the District.
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Assets and Resources
Facility and Property Locations
Fire stations play an integral role in the delivery of emergency services. To a large degree a
station’s location will dictate response times to emergencies. Fire stations also need to be
designed to adequately house equipment, apparatus, firefighters, and other personnel assigned
to the station. In addition, several support facilities are key to the success of the District.
The following map shows the district boundaries and the locations of District facilities.

Figure 8: Current Facility Deployment
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Figure 9: Summary of District Facilities

Facility Name

Year Built /
Remodeled

Square
Footage

Condition

General
Appearance

Central Supply

1958

3,521

Fair – retired station – storage only

Good

Fire Station No. 1

1953

6,960

Fair – aging resulting in some
maintenance issues

Good

Fire Station No. 2

2011

8,580

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

Fire Station No. 3

1962

4,002

Fair – aging resulting in some
maintenance issues

Good

Fire Station No. 4

1963 / 2013

6,270

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

Fire Station No. 5

1973/2012

7,500

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

Fire Station No. 6

1975 / 2013

15,554

Good – minimal maintenance issues

Good

Fire Station No. 7

2008

8,580

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

Fire Station No. 8

2008

8,580

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

Headquarters

1986 / 2008

15,080

Good – minimal maintenance issues

Excellent

Maintenance

2014

9,600

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

Training Center

1979 / 2014

16,000

Excellent – well maintained

Excellent

For details and a photo of each District facility, see Appendix A: District Facilities Information
Sheets.

Apparatus
Other than the firefighters assigned to stations, response vehicles are almost certainly the next
most important resource of the emergency response system. If emergency personnel cannot
arrive quickly due to unreliable transportation, or if the equipment does not function properly, the
delivery of emergency service is likely compromised. Fire apparatus are unique and expensive
pieces of equipment, customized to operate efficiently for a specifically defined mission.
The vehicle maintenance program assesses all vehicles (emergency and utility) based on the
following criteria: actual miles and hours compared to the expected life; age in months
compared to the expected life; maintenance / repair costs; and condition factors. Faster is the
current software program used to track vehicle information. We look at points and apply the
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following scale 0-7 Excellent, 7.1-11 Good, 11.1 plus is Fair. We evaluate vehicles based on
this assessment scale on a regular basis as we consider cost of repairs.
The following table is a summary of frontline apparatus assigned to each of the District fire
stations.
Figure 10: Summary of Frontline Apparatus
Year Built /
Apparatus
Engine 51
Medic 51
Engine 52
Medic 52
Boat 52
Engine 53
Medic 54
HM 54
Rescue 54
Engine 55
Rescue 55
Medic 55
Tower 56
Medic 56
Engine 57
Brush 57
Engine 58
Brush 58
Boat 58

Refurb Year
2012
2015
2013
2012
2017
2007
2012 / 2018
1996
2015
2011
1998
2012 / 2017
2009
2016
1999 / 2017
2009
2011
2013
2007

Make
Pierce
Ford
Pierce
Ford
Achilles
Pierce
Ford
Pierce
Pierce
Pierce
Dodge
Ford
Pierce
Ford
Pierce
Ford
Pierce
Ford
Zodiac

Model
Saber
F450
Saber
F450
SG-140 RD
Saber
F450
Saber
Velocity
Saber
Ram 3500
F450
Quantum
F450
Dash
F550
Saber
F550
MK2 Classic

Condition
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Excellent
Fair
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Good
Good
Excellent
Fair
Excellent
Good
Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent

The District uses several types of apparatus as shown in the table above. Each type is further
described as follows:
•
•

Engine – A flexible primary response unit for most types of service requests. Each is
equipped with a pump and carries water.
Truck – A specialized apparatus equipped with long ladders, salvage and overhaul
equipment, and rescue tools. Used for structure fires, rescues, and other service
requests.
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Rescue – A specialized apparatus equipped with ground ladders, salvage and overhaul
equipment, and rescue tools. Used for structure fires, rescues, and other service
requests.
Brush – Smaller fire engine with small pump and water tank. Used for wildland fires and
for protecting structures from an approaching wildland fire.
HazMat – Specialized response unit for containment, control, and decontamination
during hazardous materials releases.
Boat – Smaller, highly maneuverable boat used for water rescue.
Medic – ALS ambulance.

To not interrupt emergency services, there is a supply of reserve fire apparatus and ambulances.

Figure 11: Summary of Reserve Apparatus
Year Built /
Year Refurb

Vehicle
Reserve Engine 53
Reserve Engine 57
Reserve Engine 58
Reserve Medic 56
Reserve Medic 58
Reserve Truck 54
Reserve Brush 57

1995
2007
1997
2012
2012
1998
1997

Make

Model

Pierce
Pierce
Pierce
Ford
Ford
Pierce
Dodge

Condition

Dash
Contender
Dash
F450
F450
Lance
Ram 3500

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

In addition to frontline response apparatus and reserve response apparatus, a fleet of support
vehicles are available throughout the District. These vehicles include command staff vehicles
and utility staff vehicles.
Figure 12: Summary of Support Vehicles
Vehicle / Assigned To

Year Purchased

Utility 1 / Spare Pickup
Utility 2 / Training Chief
Utility 3/ FMO
Utility 6 / Maintenance
Utility 8 / Maintenance
Utility 9 / CRR
Utility 10 / Reserve
Utility 11 / CRR
Utility 12 / Maintenance

1996
2007
2007
2008
2009
2009
2011
2011
2011

Make
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford

Model
F250
F150
F150
F250
F350
F150
F150
F150
F350

Condition
Fair
Good
Fair
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Good
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Vehicle / Assigned To

Year Purchased

Utility 13/ EMS Lieutenant
Utility 14 / EMS Captain
Utility 15 / EMS Chief
Utility 16 / Maintenance
Utility 17 / FMO
Utility 18 / FMO
Utility 19 / CRR
Utility 20 / Training
Utility 22 / Business Information
Utility 23 / FMO
Utility 24 / FMO
Utility 25 / Reserve
Utility 26 / Battalion Chief 2
Utility 27 / Central Supply
Utility 28 / Business Information
Utility 29 / Fire Chief
Utility 30 / Battalion Chief 1
Utility 31 / Deputy Chief
Utility 32 / Division Chief

2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2001
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2018
2018

Make
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Chevrolet
Chevrolet
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford

Model
F150
F150
F150
F150
F150
F150
F150
F550
C-Max
K1500
K1500
F150
F150
Transit Van
Escape
F150
Explorer
F150
F150

2019

Condition
Good
Good
Excellent
Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Component C – All-Hazard Risk Assessment of the
Community
This section analyzes certain categorical risks that are present within the District’s service area
that potentially threaten persons and businesses within the community and could create
response workload for the District. These risks are analyzed to assist the District in identifying
where to locate response resources in the types and numbers needed to effectively respond to
likely emergencies.

Transportation Risks
Transportation corridors provide necessary access and egress for the District, in the form of
roads and railways. The configuration of transportation systems can also affect the response
capability of emergency services. Limited access freeways, waterways (streams and canals)
and rail lines can interrupt street connectivity, forcing apparatus to negotiate a circuitous route to
reach an emergency scene. Street-level rail lines can impede traffic at crossings when the
trains traverse through the city.
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Roads
Surface streets dominate the District’s service area. Interstate 70 and Interstate 76 transverse
the southern portion of the district, State Highway 93 follows much of its western border, and
State Highway 72 is in the northwestern part of the district. The interstate highways can be
crossed in several places, minimizing it as a travel impediment, and the state highways are all at
grade with sufficient access.
The balance of the District’s service area has a mix of relatively well-interconnected street
networks and neighborhoods characterized by cul-de-sacs and other dead-end street systems.
There are three complete north-south major arteries and four complete east-west major arteries
that provide good cross service area travel. However, some of the southern and central regions
have relatively few direct routes, which can affect transportation of distant companies into the
area.
Most traffic signals within the service area are equipped with signal pre-emption equipment.
This provides a significant response time performance advantage as well as improved safety to
motorists.
Figure 13: Transportation Network
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Rail
The Union Pacific Railroad operates on lines that traverse the District northwest to southeast
and the Burlington Northern Southern Freight (BNSF) Railroad traverses the District southeast
to southwest. In addition, RTD (Regional Transportation District) has a commuter rail line that
shares the corridor with BNSF. Rail lines within the district impact responses as well as
increase the hazards for the community.
The road system and the effective placement of fire stations minimize the effect of response
delays. Responding units that encounter train delays have the discretion to notify the
communications center that an alternate unit needs to respond.
The potential impact from railroad emergencies can be significant. Trains travel through the
area eastbound off steep mountain grades and meet sharp bends that may be difficult to
navigate for an out of control train. Historical incidents have included: runaway rail cars, train
fires, wildland fires started by sparking train cars, hazardous materials issues, train versus car
or human, and special needs during a train emergency medical call. Both rail lines are busy
with a mix of freight and passengers and an average of 20-24 trains a day traveling through the
service area.
Bridges
These structures provide essential crossings and unimpeded travel across natural and manmade barriers. In the event of an emergency, these are crucial as evacuation, supply, and
emergency service routes. Given the concern about earthquake risk in this region,
reinforcement of bridges should be strongly considered to preserve routes of transportation for
emergency relief supplies. The District’s community has many bridges, mostly associated with
freeway and rail line crossings.
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Figure 14: Bridges

Geographic and Weather-Related Risks
According to the Jefferson County hazard mitigation plan, the cities that make up a major
portion of the District are susceptible to a wide range of hazards. Some of these hazards can
have major consequences to both life and property. Of the sixteen categories rated by the
county, the Arvada and Wheat Ridge areas have the potential for moderate to significant
damage to property and loss of life in thirteen categories6. The next figure identifies those
potential hazards and lists their relative probability and consequences.

6

Source: Jefferson County Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2016
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Figure 15: Hazard Assessment

More Probable

Lightning
Drought

Hail Storm

Wildfire

Severe Winter Storm

Flood

Less Probable

Tornado/Wind Event
Erosion and Deposition
Extreme Temperatures
Dam Failure
Expansive soils
Earthquake
Landslides, Debris flows or Rockfalls

Fewer Consequences

More consequences

Weather Risk
The most probable events with the widest affected area for the District are weather-related. The
region has a wide range of temperatures and potential weather patterns that, in their extremes,
can damage property and place individuals at risk. According to the Jefferson County hazard
survey, the most likely type of weather events to threaten the District are severe winter storms,
hailstorms, and lightning. Other less likely but destructive weather events for the area are winds
(including tornados), extreme temperatures, and flooding.
Extreme Temperatures
The average high temperatures in the summer months for this region are in the high 80’s, while
the average low temperatures in the winter months are normally in the mid-teens (degrees
Fahrenheit). However, extreme warm and extreme cold have been recorded. The lowest
recorded temperature was negative 24° F in 1990 and the highest recorded temperature was
103° F, also in 1990. There is limited risk to protected individuals and properly protected
property, however these extremes can create problems with infrastructure (water delivery in
extreme cold weather) and responder safety.
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Hail Storms
The Front Range is commonly exposed to thunderstorms, especially in the warmer months,
particularly July and August. These storms could produce large amounts of damaging hail and
can occur in clusters. Most of the damage is to roofs and vehicles. The District needs to be
aware of the risks to its exposed responders, equipment, and buildings, and plan accordingly.
Lightning
Another potentially damaging side effect of thunderstorms is lightning. Colorado ranks 4th in the
nation for fatalities due to lightning strikes (1959-2017). Since 1980, there have been 3 fatalities
and 12 injuries per year in Colorado7. Lightning also causes damage to some structures and
has the potential to start a fire. The District must keep in mind its exposed responders,
equipment and buildings, and plan and train accordingly.
Tornado and Wind Events
Colorado, the Front Range specifically, is at high risk for tornado activity. While it is
meteorologically difficult for a tornado to form with any magnitude so near the Rocky Mountains,
there have been two Fujita scale 3 tornados to touch down near the District since 19758. This
event is likely to occur with limited severity.
Severe Winter Storm
A much more likely event in the Arvada/Wheat Ridge area is the severe winter storm with deep
snowfall over a short period of time. In the last 15 years the area has had several significant
snowstorms that damaged power infrastructure. While these events are likely, city, county, and
state governments are well equipped to handle them and rarely cause more than an
inconvenience. The District recognizes that a surge in incidents will occur during these
conditions. Response times and taxing of the resources can occur.
Flooding
Five creeks and multiple canals flow through the District’s area with one of the creeks, Clear
Creek, being a significant waterway during high run off periods. These creeks and canals, while
normally well within their banks, have the potential to cause significant damage across a large
portion of the District service area. In September 2013, Arvada experienced record-breaking
amounts of precipitation that overloaded some rain gauges and flow capacities designed for a
100-year flood event9. This is a significant threat to the area and one that the District must be
prepared for to limit lives lost and exposure to responders.

7

Source: National Weather Service
Source: www.city-data.com
9 Source: static.arvada.org – September 11-13, 2013 Arvada Flood Event report
8
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Figure 16: FEMA 500-Year Flood Zones

Wildfire Risk
In this context, a wildfire risk will be defined as a risk associated with fires that start in
vegetation, that is not maintained, and not easily accessible by normal fire apparatus (engines
or trucks). These fires have the potential to get very large and readily threaten property and
lives in inhabited areas. The area that is most exposed to this type of risk are the developments
in the western area of the service area. The two significant factors in a wildfire event are the
climate and the fire itself.
Climate
The Front Range has very cyclical weather patterns that have an impact on fire behavior and
potential risks. Currently there are drought conditions in the area that are especially dangerous
for the types of light flashy fuels found in the service areas wilderness areas. These same
areas are prone to sustained high winds and high wind gusts. During prolonged times of
reduced moisture and sustained winds, especially in the warmer summer months, these fuels
become extremely volatile and easy to ignite.
Fires
The District has two types of wildfire threats that it must contend with. The first set is open
space or undeveloped space surrounded by good roads and populated areas. This type of
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brush fire is much more likely to start but is less likely to cause catastrophic damage due to the
limited amount of fuel. A much more prevalent danger is a brush fire that starts in unpopulated
areas that move into occupied areas. The map below illustrates potential wildfire risk areas.
Figure 17: Wildfire Risk

Wildfires in urban areas could also occur, resulting in significant damage to infrastructure,
buildings, and people. The map below illustrates the urban interface wildfire risk.

Figure 18: Urban Interface Wildfire Risk
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Geological Risk
Geological risks are less prevalent in the District service area. Geologic risks create situations
that threaten the community, or create physical barriers to street connectivity, impacting
emergency service response. The two primary sources of this problem are natural soil
conditions and earthquakes.
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Landslide, Avalanche, Erosion, Deposition, and Expansive Soils
Due to the relatively modest topography, these types of hazards do not pose a significant threat
to the community at large10. Some isolated areas may experience deposition; however, this
would be more commonly associated with flood hazards.
Earthquake
The District’s region is considered geologically active. The “Golden Fault” is the only known
active fault within the region and runs through western Arvada. It has the potential of causing
magnitude 6.6 earthquakes, though it has not shown activity in the past 500,000 years. The
following map from the Colorado Geological Survey illustrates known faults and previous
locations of recorded earthquakes.
Figure 19: Earthquake and Fault History Jefferson County Focus11

There is sufficient concern from the Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Colorado
Geological Survey to make the following statement:

10
11

Source: Jefferson County Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2016
Source: Colorado Geological Survey, 2018
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“Based on the historical earthquake record and geologic studies in Colorado, an event of
magnitude 6.5 to 7.5 could occur somewhere in the state. Scientists are unable to
accurately predict when the next major earthquake will occur in Colorado only that one
will occur. The major factor preventing the precise identification of the time or location of
the next damaging earthquake is the limited knowledge of potentially active faults. Given
Colorado’s continuing active economic growth and the accompanying expansion of
population and infrastructure, it is prudent to continue the study and analysis of
earthquake hazards. Existing knowledge should be used to incorporate appropriate
levels of seismic safety in building codes and practices. The continued and expanded
use of seismic safety provisions in critical and vulnerable structures and in emergency
planning statewide is also recommended. Concurrently, we should expand earthquake
monitoring, geological and geophysical research, and mitigation planning.”

Infrastructure Risks
There are key infrastructure components identified within the District that may impact the
District’s mitigation efforts if compromised or catastrophic failure occurred.
Water Treatment Facility
There are two water treatment plants in the District’s service area, the Ralston Water Treatment
Plan and the Arvada Water Treatment Plant. Between the two they treat and deliver over six
billion gallons of water annually. There is a potential for a hazardous materials release, a
system failure, or intentional act causing biological contamination.
Dam Failure
Arvada has the highest exposure to dam failure in Jefferson County.12 There are seven dams
identified as a high hazard and five additional dams identified as a significant hazard to the
service area. These are plotted on Figure 20.
Pipeline Failure
The District has several active large distribution gas pipelines that run through the service area.
Even though the potential is low, should one of these lines fail, the potential for loss of life and
property destruction is a high risk as shown on Figure 21.

12

Source: Jefferson County Hazard Mitigation Plan, 2016
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Figure 20: Dam Locations

Figure 21: Large Pipeline Locations
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Water Distribution
An infrastructure concern to the District is the reservoir, water main, and fire hydrant system.
Providing sufficient storage, distribution, and access to this valuable firefighting resource
through well-distributed fire hydrants is very important.
Fixed water distribution infrastructure from fire hydrants is available to nearly every developed
property within the service area. Fire flows are generally acceptable for risks protected. The
last Insurance Services Office (ISO) review of the city’s water system was in 2017. At that time,
ISO gave the city’s water system 37.58 out of 40 points indicating that the system provides good
delivery of fire protection water supply.
Figure 22: Fire Hydrant Distribution

Energy
The District has electrical transmission substations and large capacity transmission lines in the
service area. In addition, there is a natural gas energy production facility in the extreme
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northwest. This infrastructure poses a slight increase in exposure risk to the District and
surrounding communities.
Terrorism
The characteristics of the District’s service area do not make it a probable target for terrorism.
However, the District needs to be vigilant in its training and preparedness in the event one or
more coordinated acts of terror occur in the region.

Physical Assets Protected
The building inventory of the District contains a wide range of commercial and residential
buildings and occupancies. Historically, the most prominent building fire risk is in the residential
setting. These residential fire incidents pose moderate risks to occupants and firefighters. The
District is well prepared to mitigate these types of fires. Non-residential buildings and
occupancies pose different mitigation challenges. These challenges are identified and
addressed in the risk assessment methodology.

Development and Population Growth
Development Potential
The core area of the District is substantially built-out, however re-development of certain areas
is occurring and is anticipated to continue. A new commuter rail corridor has created an
environment of re-development consisting of transportation-oriented development along its
alignment. The most active new development activity is in the northwest area of the District. A
four-year projected development summary for individual geographic planning zones (GPZs) is
described in the next figure. 13

Figure 23: Geographic Planning Zone Growth Projections

GPZ

1

13

Anticipated
Development

Redevelopment

Projected
Annual
Population
Growth
Rate 20182023

1.38%

Service
Demand
Impact
Change

Development Description

Nominal

GPZ is built-out, however with the construction of a new
commuter rail corridor has created an environment of
re-development consisting of transportation-oriented
development.

Source: ESRI Data Forecasts
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GPZ

Anticipated
Development

2

New &
Redevelopment

2.36%

Minor

GPZ is substantially developed. Vacant parcels still exist
and will likely experience new, in-fill, and transportationoriented development related to the construction of a
new commuter rail corridor.

3

Minimal change

.83%

Nominal

GPZ is built-out and development potential in this zone is
most likely limited to in-fill development or
redevelopment.

4

Minimal change

.66%

Nominal

GPZ is built-out and development potential in this zone is
most likely limited to in-fill development or
redevelopment.

5

Minimal change

.69%

Nominal

GPZ is built-out and development potential in this zone is
most likely limited to in-fill development or
redevelopment.

6

Minimal change

.83%

Nominal

GPZ is built-out and development potential in this zone is
most likely limited to in-fill development or
redevelopment.

7

New & In-fill

.98%

Minor

GPZ is nearing build-out. Development potential in this
zone is will be new and in-fill development.

8

New & In-fill

2.14%

Increasing

GPZ is nearing build-out. Development potential in this
zone is will be new and in-fill development.

Increasing

GPZ has experienced significant growth and
development over past seven-years and is anticipated to
continue this trend based upon current and indicated
development plans. The Jefferson Beltway will
eventually traverse a path through this GPZ.

Increasing

GPZ has experienced significant growth and
development over past seven-years and is anticipated to
continue this trend based upon current and indicated
development plans.

9

10

11

New

New

Transportation
Corridor

3.55%

4.50%

4.50%

Minor

GPZ consists primarily of designated open space with
little potential for development. The Jefferson Beltway
will eventually traverse a path through this GPZ.
anticipated to continue this trend based upon current
and indicated development plans.
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Risk Classification
The District classifies its responses into several categories. Each category is based on the
types of equipment and skill sets that are unique to those incidents. The categories are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Fire (Not Wildland)
Emergency Medical Services
Rescue
Hazardous Materials
Wildland

Each category is further broken down into four intensities of the risk. Each intensity level
requires a different amount of resources to deal with the given risk. The risk categories are as
listed below.
•

•

•

•

Low Risk – Minor incidents involving small fires (fire flow less than 250 gallons per
minute), single patient non-life-threatening medical incidents, minor rescues, small fuel
spills, and small wildland fires without unusual weather or fire behavior.
Moderate Risk – Moderate risk incidents involving fires in single-family dwellings and
equivalently sized commercial office properties (fire flow between 250 gallons per minute
to 1,000 gallons per minute), life threatening medical emergencies, hazardous materials
emergencies requiring specialized skills and equipment, rescues involving specialized
skills and equipment, and larger wildland fires.
High Risk – High-risk incidents involving fires in larger commercial properties with
sustained attack (fire flow more than 1,000 gallons per minute), multiple patient medical
incidents, major releases of hazardous materials, high-risk rescues, and wildland fires
with extreme weather or fire behavior.
Special Risk – Unusual incidents with high catastrophic consequences. These risks
have a theoretical starting point and will normally get the highest risk resources initially.
It is recognized that these risks are outside the scope of the “normal” emergency and
that additional and sometimes very specialized equipment and personnel may be
needed.

What follows is the District’s assessment of each risk category broken down with examples of
the respective risk level.
Risk Model: Fire Suppression (Structures & Transportation)
The District has the potential for any number of fire types that an urban area can expect. The
predominate risk is single-family residential fires. However, several small and large apartment
buildings, small and large commercial structures, and some manufacturing facilities, both old
and new, are present. Transportation risks in the service area include two rail lines, one
commuter line, two interstate highways, and four state highways with significant traffic volume.
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LOW RISK
• Fire flow < 250 GPM
Examples include:
• Chimney fire (confined)
• Individual on fire
• Small, unattached non-dwelling fire
• Unattached garage
• Vehicle or outside fire (no occupied structures)
• Cold fires/investigations
• Appliance fires confined to appliance
HIGH RISK
• Fire flow >1000 GPM
Examples include:
• High life hazard
• Multiple commercial (strip malls)
• Large commercial
• High hazard industrial
• Large multifamily dwelling fire
• Assisted living >5 occupants

2019

MODERATE RISK
• Fire flow >250 GPM but < 1000 GPM
Examples include:
• Small to medium size single family dwelling
fire
• Mobile home or RV trailer fire
• Mobile office
• Small multifamily dwelling fire
• Small/moderate size commercial or industrial
• Assisted living < 5 occupants
SPECIAL RISK
Examples include:
• Extremely hazardous materials on fire
• Hospital fire
• Buildings with insufficient water flow available
• Multiple buildings on fire

Risk Model: Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
The District provides EMS response and transport services. Risks considered typical in the
urban and rural setting as well as risks associated with transportation corridors.
LOW RISK
• Non-life-threatening EMS risks
Dispatch is based on EMD information:
• Omega and Alpha calls
HIGH RISK
• Definitive life threat
Dispatch based on EMD information:
• Delta and Echo calls

MODERATE RISK
• Potential life or limb threat
Dispatch is based on EMD information:
• Bravo and Charlie calls
SPECIAL RISK
• Mass casualty incidents
• For the District the trigger is more than 2
ambulances (4 patients)

Risk Model: Rescue
The District rescue profile includes technical rescue, water rescue, rope rescue, and entrapment
rescue.
LOW RISK
• Open air small spaces requiring no airway PPE
• Rope assisted rescue – patient could be carried
out
• Waist deep or shallower trench rescue
• Machinery rescue
• Light vehicle rescue or larger vehicle that is
stabilized
• Swimming pools

MODERATE RISK
• Confined spaces in vaults or underground
where airway PPE is required, no known IDLH
• Specialized rope equipment rescues, rescuer
must have some assisted stabilization (tied onto
a rope)
• Structurally damaged building with no evidence
of further shifting or collapse
• Un-stabilized large equipment or vehicles
• Standing water or ice rescue
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HIGH RISK
• Confined spaces in IDLH atmospheres or over
long distances
• Rope rescue requiring rescuers to be fully
supported by ropes
• Trench rescue above waist deep
• Structurally unstable buildings where key
elements are damaged or missing.
Also,
buildings that are showing signs of further
deterioration
• Moving water or ice over moving water

2019

SPECIAL RISK
• Multiple disciplines either within or in addition
to technical rescue disciplines working in
tandem on a single problem (i.e., multiple
collapses, collapse into a trench, fire and
collapse, large unstable vehicle into a structure,
hazardous materials response with a technical
rescue component)
• Floods or other severe weather water related
events

Risk Model: Hazardous Materials
The District has typical hazardous materials risks associated with urban and rural settings. In
addition, two rail lines, one commuter line, two interstate highways, four state highways with
significant traffic volume. Several facilities that meet or exceed the tier II reporting thresholds
for hazardous materials are considered in the risk assessment.
LOW RISK
• Small spills (as commonly defined in the 2016
North
American
Emergency
Response
Guidebook)
• Common chemicals

MODERATE RISK
• Small spill (as commonly defined in the 2016
North
American
Emergency
Response
Guidebook) of unknown chemicals
• Conscious party exposed
• Clandestine chemical labs with small spills or
potential for small spills

HIGH RISK
• Large spill (as commonly defined in the 2016
North
American
Emergency
Response
Guidebook) of unknown chemicals
• Gaseous leaks where a Level A suit is required
• Large clandestine chemical labs with large
spills or the potential for large spills

SPECIAL RISK
• Large hazardous warehouses
• Chemical, biological, radioactive or nuclear
attacks

Risk Model: Wildland Fires
The District’s primary risk of wildland fire is wildland urban interface. Predominantly interface
areas are near accessible roads and within reasonable distances to fixed water supplies.
LOW RISK
• Grass surrounded by roads with good access
and little or no movement
• No extreme weather risks

MODERATE RISK
• Grass/trees during high weather risk events (red
flag warning, low humidity, high winds)
• Difficult access

HIGH RISK
• Grass or tree fire with a structure threatened or
involved.

SPECIAL RISK
• Inaccessible with buildings threatened
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Component D – Deployment and Performance (Current &
Evaluation)
Time to Loss
The District bases its incident response standards on time to loss factors. The two primary
factors used are fire growth to flashover and time at which cardiac arrest or brain damage
occurs due to lack of oxygen.

Time on Task
Analysis of the District’s resource deployment model considers the time necessary to deploy
resources to fulfill the identified critical tasks for the respective incident. How many people best
suited to complete a given task and what configuration is the most efficient needs to be
considered and re-evaluated to provide an efficient level of service. The elapsed time for first
arriving unit and the arrival of the balance of the effective response force are key to mitigating
the incident (Figure 24).
Application of water in time to prevent flashover is critical to mitigation of the fire incident. It is
critical, though, as studies of historical fire losses can demonstrate. National Fire Protection
Association research demonstrates that fires contained to room of origin have lower rates of
death, injury, and property loss when compared to fires that spread beyond the room of origin.
As shown in the following table, fire losses, casualties, and deaths rise significantly as the
extent of fire damage increases (Figure 25).

Figure 24: Fire Growth v Reflex Time
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Figure 25: Extension in Residential Structures14
Consequence of Fire Extension in Residential Structures 2011-2015
Number of
Fires

Civilian Deaths

Civilian Injuries

Direct Property
Damage
(in Millions)

Confined to room of origin

67,500

390

4,320

$852

Confined to floor of origin

17,700

280

1.440

$644

Confined to building of origin

62,400

1,420

3,500

$4,034

Extent of Fire Spread

Emergency Medical Sequence
Cardiac arrest is the most significant life-threatening medical event in emergency medicine
today. A victim of cardiac arrest has mere minutes in which to receive lifesaving care if there is
to be any hope for resuscitation.
The American Heart Association (AHA) issued a set of cardiopulmonary resuscitation guidelines
designed to streamline emergency procedures for cardiac arrest victims, and to increase the
likelihood of survival. The AHA guidelines include goals for the application of cardiac
defibrillation to cardiac arrest victims.
Cardiac arrest survival chances fall by 7 to 10 percent for every minute between collapse and
defibrillation. Consequently, the AHA recommends cardiac defibrillation within five minutes of
cardiac arrest. The cardiac arrest intervention sequence is graphically illustrated below.

14

National Fire Protection Association “Home Structure Fires”, September 2017
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Figure 26: Cardiac Arrest Sequence

The percentage of opportunity for recovery from cardiac arrest decreases as time progresses.
Research supports the importance of rapid cardiac defibrillation and administration of
medications to increase the odds of successful resuscitation and survival.

Incident Response Elements
Alarm Handling
A key segment of the delivery of priority services is the notification of emergency crews to
respond. Reduction in response delays that could potentially increase intensity and
consequence during emergencies requires effective communications. To start, communication
by an educated public in recognizing an emergency and how to activate the emergency system.
Next, effective communication between the public and emergency communication centers. The
communication center needs to quickly and efficiently process the call resulting in notification to
responding crews.
Responding
Responsive emergency resources involve two elements:
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Turn Out Time
The elapsed time measured from alarm receipt to the assigned unit responding to the incident.
Turn out times will vary dependent upon incident type. For example, fire incidents require a
slightly longer turn out time because of the need to don turn out gear; however, for most EMS
incidents there isn’t a need to don turn out gear resulting in a shorter turn out time.
Travel Time
The elapsed time measured from when the responding unit is on the way to an incident and the
unit arrives at the location of the emergency. Based on ESRI models run over the last five
years, the following map shows travel time District coverage from the eight stations within 5.5
minutes.

Figure 27: Travel Time District Coverage
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Critical Tasking
Critical tasks are those activities that must be conducted in a timely manner by firefighters at
emergency incidents to control the situation, stop loss, and perform emergency medical
interventions.
The number and types of tasks needing simultaneous or near simultaneous action will vary
depending on the type of incident. In the absence of adequate personnel to perform concurrent
actions, the command officer must prioritize the tasks based on available personnel. Refer to
Appendix B: Critical Tasking Charts for specific tasks based on incident type.

Alarm Assignments
Alarm response unit assignments have been established to ensure adequate personnel and
apparatus are dispatched to the incident. Unit assignments are determined by the type of
incident and critical tasking charts. Refer to Appendix C: Alarm Assignments for details.

Incident Response Analysis
Analysis of historical incident response establishes system service demand. To plan for future
service demand, it is important to regularly review current and historical incident data. Higher
service demands increase strain and challenges on the District’s response resources.
Additionally, analysis of responses by specific incident type identifies demand on specific
response unit types.
The chart that follows provides a breakdown of response by incident type 2014-2018.
Figure 28: Responses by Incident Type
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Analysis of geographic distribution of responses is also necessary to evaluate distribution of
first-due response resources. The following two visual graphics illustrate the distribution for
structure fire and EMS incidents in the District for the last five years. Additional analysis of
response demand broken down by incident type (both emergent and non-emergent) by
geographic planning zone are available in Appendix D: Service Demand by Geographic
Planning Zone.

Figure 29: Structure Fire Locations
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Figure 30: Emergency Medical Incident Locations

Incident Workload Projection
Review of historical incident workload using snapshots annually, monthly, daily, and hourly
reveal patterns of peak response demand. Use of historic response metrics help to predict
future response incident workload demands. The following charts show overall historic incident
workload and are the basis for predicting future workload trends.
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Figure 31: Five-Year Incident Workload History

Response by Year
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The District responded to an average of 14,713 incidents annually between 2014-2018.
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Figure 32: Five-Year Monthly and Daily Incident Workload

Between 2014-2018, the busiest month was July versus the slowest month which was February.
Next, response workload is compared by day of the week. In this case, the busiest day of the
week was Thursday versus the slowest day of the week was Sunday.
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Figure 33: Five-Year Hourly Workload

Response workload correlates with the activity of people of the hours of a typical work day, with
workload increasing 0700 (7:00AM) to 1900 (7:00PM) and decreasing during later nighttime
hours. Incident activity is at its highest between 1100-1700 (11:00AM-5:00PM).

Geographic Planning Zone
Analysis of geographic distribution of historical responses indicates how response demand is
distributed across the District. Use of these metrics help to evaluate response unit
concentration.
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Figure 34: Geographic Planning Zone Five-Year Incident by Percentage
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Figure 35: Geographic Planning Zone Five-Year Incident by Volume

Response Unit Workload
Analysis of response unit workload indicates specific unit utilization. Use of these metrics
identify whether a specific unit is over utilized and effectiveness of response unit concentration
and distribution. Response unit location and availability influences first-due response times and
reflex time of the effective response force balance for a given incident. If a response unit is
already on an incident and a concurrent request for service is received, a more distant response
unit will need to be dispatched. The workload of individual response units for the past five years
is shown in the next two charts.
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Figure 36: Five-Year Responses by Fire Units
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Figure 37: Five-Year Responses by Medic Units

The workload of individual response units broken down annually is shown in the next two charts.
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Figure 38: Annual Responses by Fire Units
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Figure 39: Annual Responses by Medic Units

Analysis of the amount of time a response unit is committed to an incident is another metric
used with response unit workload to identify unit availability in the context of distribution and
concentration.
The following graphics illustrate unit commitment to an incident, from alarm time to return to
service.
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Figure 40: Five-Year Average Incident Commitment by Fire Units
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Figure 41: Five-Year Average Incident Commitment by Medic Units

The number of hours a unit is used for responses divided by the number of hours the unit is on
duty is considered the unit’s “unit hour utilization” factor. This useful number indicates how
much of a unit’s time is spent on incident responses.
Unit hour utilization based on percentile performance standards is an important measurement
monitored by the District. Performance is measured at the 90th percentile.
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Figure 42: Five-Year Fire Unit Hour Utilization
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Figure 43: Five-Year Medic Unit Hour Utilization

Service Goals, Performance, and Methodology
Time is of the essence if responders are going to intervene effectively. Therefore, response
time becomes a crucial element to aggressive life and property saving measures.
Current Service Delivery Goals
The Arvada Fire Protection District has established response performance baselines (current)
based on historical times) and response performance benchmarks (goals) used to establish
targets for response time improvement and provide guidance for future resource planning. The
District has adopted the overall service goals for areas classified as urban and rural as follows:
Baseline Historical Performance
Performance baselines, based on actual data over the last five years is included in figures 4447. Key response time elements are displayed in response charts for the following four incident
types: fire suppression (structures), EMS (emergency medical service), rescues (all specialty
types), and hazmat (hazardous material). Note, in 2018 we switched from the District’s own
communications center to a regional communications center. Due to growing pains of a new
regional center, alarm handling times went up; impacting total response times in 2018.
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Figure 44: Moderate & High Risk Fire Suppression Baseline Performance

(Mod/High Risk) Fire Suppression 90th Percentile Times - Baseline
Performance

20142018

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

1:29

2:13

1:10

1:18

1:55

1:08

1:35

1:05

5:27

5:36

10:57

12:29

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

Rural

Insufficient Data
1:23

1:32

Rural
5:35

5:47

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

5:03

5:40

Insufficient Data
12:30

10:37

Rural

Urban

1:23

Insufficient Data

Rural

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
on Scene
Distribution

1:16

12:30

11:01

Insufficient Data
7:29

9:15

6:39

7:30

7:29

7:02

n=200

n=42

n=30

n=53

n=37

n=38

Insufficient Data
Rural
Insufficient Data
13:48

13:54

13:23

12:32

14:57

13:22

n=184

38

29

48

32

37

Insufficient Data
Rural
Insufficient Data
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Figure 45: Moderate & High Risk EMS Baseline Performance

(Mod/High Risk) EMS - 90th
Percentile Times - Baseline
Performance

20142018

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

1:18

1:51

1:04

1:12

1:10

1:05

Rural

1:28

1:39

1:09

1:19

1:31

1:21

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

1:20

1:27

1:22

1:21

1:19

1:08

Rural

1:25

1:27

1:21

1:17

1:25

1:26

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

5:15

5:25

5:09

5:10

5:12

5:18

Rural

9:22

9:49

9:04

9:10

9:34

8:53

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

6:50

6:52

6:49

6:41

6:49

7:00

Rural

12:30

13:36

12:16

12:30

11:40

10:28

7:03

7:47

6:44

6:54

6:55

6:50

n=27,427

n=5,979

n=5,902

n=5,407

n=5,052

n=5,087

11:19

11:40

10:29

11:00

11:04

10:36

n=579

n=172

n=122

n=122

n=78

n=85

9:09

8:24

8:24

8:23

8:33

8:35

n=26,977

n=5,840

n=5,794

n=5,329

n=4,987

n=5,027

14:31

15:29

14:00

14:28

13:14

11:58

n=570

n=166

n=121

n=121

n=78

n=84

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
on Scene
Distribution

Urban

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

Rural

Rural
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Figure 46: Moderate & High Risk Rescue Baseline Performance

(Mod/High Risk) Rescue - 90th
Percentile Times - Baseline
Performance
Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

20142018

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2:01

2:11

2:10

2:21

1:38

1:23

1:25

1:41

6:17

4:26

11:34

13:37

Rural

Insufficient Data
1:21

:48

Rural
6:18

6:46

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

4:10

5:36

Insufficient Data
13:17

12:45

Rural

Urban

1:21

Insufficient Data

Rural

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
on Scene
Distribution

1:05

11:31

14:04

Insufficient Data
8:08

9:13

6:23

9:29

7:52

6:34

n=83

n=20

n=11

n=20

n=16

n=16

Insufficient Data
Rural
Insufficient Data
15:21

13:16

12:35

17:14

13:12

14:39

n=82

20

11

19

16

16

Insufficient Data
Rural
Insufficient Data

*ERF is measured by when the specialty unit arrives
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Figure 47: Moderate and High Risk Hazmat Baseline Performance

(Mod/High Risk) HazMat - 90th
Percentile Times - Baseline
Performance
Alarm
Handling

Pick-up to
Dispatch

Urban

Turnout
Time

Turnout Time
1st Unit

Urban

Travel Time
1st Unit
Distribution

Urban

Travel Time
ERF
Concentration

Urban

Travel
Time

Total
Response
Time

20142018

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

1:31

2:18

1:06

1:25

1:48

1:13

2:07

1:18

5:33

8:31

9:02

8:15

Rural

Insufficient Data
1:53

2:04

Rural
6:36

7:12

Total
Response
Time ERF
Concentration

Urban

6:31

6:06

Insufficient Data
9:29

7:35

Rural

Urban

2:00

Insufficient Data

Rural

Total
Response
Time 1st Unit
on Scene
Distribution

1:51

9:20

9:35

Insufficient Data
8:42

10:03

8:10

8:29

7:59

8:31

n=151

n=27

n=30

n=26

n=34

n=34

Insufficient Data
Rural
Insufficient Data
11:39

10:06

12:06

11:33

11:42

10:22

n=150

n=26

n=30

n=26

n=34

n=34

Insufficient Data
Rural
Insufficient Data

*ERF is measured by when the specialty unit arrives
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Evaluation of Deployment and Performance
Analysis of the five-year incident response baseline performance data, for the period 20142018, indicates that the District has opportunities to improve response performance.
Improvement opportunity exists in all elements of the total incident response model and in all
categories of emergency response.
The baseline data set for emergency responses in the GPZ’s that are classified as rural is
insufficient for accurate analysis due to the small number of incidents occurring in the fire
suppression, technical rescue and hazardous material categories. The data set for the rural
GPZ’s for emergency medical responses is larger and provides sufficient data for baseline
performance analysis.
A summary of the causal factors creating opportunity for improvement in the District’s
emergency response performance in the three elements of the total response time include the
following.
1. A marked increase in alarm handling time is evident in 2018. This increase is directly
related to the transition from the District’s own communications center to a regional
center during the 1st quarter of the year. The increased alarm handling time was
expected as the regional center was brought on-line and refined its own processes to
handle communications and dispatch for multiple fire and law enforcement agencies.
Improvement in alarm handling times is expected, as three accredited fire agencies
served by the center, are collaborating with the regional center to implement
improvement strategies.
2. Improvement in turnout time performance will reduce overall total response times.
Turnout time is an element that is in control of the District and its responders, as such
this is an area that focus should be made to reduce elapsed times.
3. Although not a causal factor, but rather a new opportunity resulting from implementation
of a regional communications center, is the potential for automatic aid agreements and
quicker fulfilment of mutual aid requests.
Mutual Aid
Resiliency can be described as the ability to take steps necessary to reduce or avoid disruption
in meeting service levels. The primary goal for the District is to provide rapid response of wellequipped apparatus with a sufficient number of trained personnel to address the emergency.
Many incidents require more than a one response unit. To maintain overall system capacity and
capability, the District effectively uses mutual aid partners to assemble an effective response
force for multiple unit incidents when large incidents or system demand depletes available
response units.
The District is party to a Denver metropolitan mutual aid agreement between fire departments
as well as a Jefferson County mutual aid agreement to augment staffing for major incidents;
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such as higher risk incidents and during periods of high incident activity. The following figure
represents a list of jurisdictions immediately adjacent and available for rapid assistance.
Figure 48: Immediate Area Mutual Aid
Department or Fire District
Name
Type
Denver
City
West Metro
District
Fairmount
District
Westminster
City

Status
Career
Career
Combination
Career

Stations
38
17
3
6

Additionally, the State of Colorado can mobilize resources as requested and available. The
District as a member of one or more “strike teams” (groups of five similar resources) or “task
forces” (groups of five dissimilar resources) has at its disposal staffed and equipped apparatus
for specific emergencies. Other resources available to the District include Colorado Division of
Fire Prevention and Control, federal forestry agencies, North Area Technical Rescue Team,
Adams/JeffCo HazMat Team, and Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Urban
Search and Rescue known as Colorado Task Force One.
Automatic Aid
An automatic aid agreement differs from a mutual aid agreement. Mutual aid agreements allow
an agency to request resources from another agency as needed. Automatic aid agreements
typically have pre-designated response assignments allowing the dispatcher to send adjacent
agencies automatically based on the geographic location of the incident.
The District has been exploring automatic aid possibilities with neighboring fire agencies to the
northeast and west. Fairmount Fire Protection District is the neighboring agency to the west
and an automatic aid agreement is now in place. Implementation steps are being reviewed in
coordination with the new regional communications center. The two fire agencies have started
joint training and review of operational procedures. Target date of implementation is anticipated
by second quarter 2019.
Automatic aid agreements are also in process with Westminster Fire and Adams County Fire;
however, the District needs to work through technology challenges to start obtaining data.
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Component E – Plan for Maintaining and Improving
Response Capabilities
Maintaining and Improving Service Delivery
The goal of the District is to provide adequate resources (personnel, apparatus, and equipment)
to the scene of an incident within a reasonable time to initiate effective actions to begin
mitigation and minimize the overall impact of the emergency.
The District is committed to the philosophy of continuous improvement. Pursuit of continuous
improvement for service delivery is based upon the following actions.
✓ Monitoring service delivery performance and changes that could affect performance
✓ Evaluating the outcomes of the service delivery performance
✓ Identifying gaps in service delivery capability and capacity performance
✓ Implement strategies to improve service delivery performance
✓ Approval to implement improvement strategies for service delivery

Stakeholder Expectations
The District implemented its last strategic plan in 2015; however, by 2018 many of the goals and
objectives had been fulfilled. An update process was initiated during first and second quarters
of 2019. To ensure a community driven strategic plan, both external and internal stakeholders
were involved in the update process.
External Stakeholder Input
In 2018, the District contracted with Strategies 360 to collect input from 400 residents through a
live telephone survey. The purpose was to take a pulse of the community regarding the District;
specifically, for a potential ballot measure to stabilize local tax revenue for the District. During
this process, the District was able to gain insight to community satisfaction levels and
expectations. Ninety-six percent of residents were satisfied with the services provided by the
District. 15 Results of the survey are included in the 2019 Strategic Plan.
Subsequent to the phone poll, additional community input was gathered through an online
survey posted on our website and disseminated through multiple media platforms. With help
from the neighborhood engagement coordinator at the city of Arvada, the survey was also sent
to homeowner association coordinators to disseminate to individual homes within their
communities.
Additional external stakeholder input was collected through collaboration with partner agencies.
One to two representatives from thirteen partner agencies were invited for a SWOT (Strengths,

15

Source: Arvada Fire District Key Survey Findings and Strategic Analysis, August 2018, by S360
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Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis. The process and feedback can be found in the
updated strategic plan.
Internal Stakeholder Input
The chief’s advisory group, consisting of representatives from all divisions, were part of an
internal SWOT analysis. This information was then used by the strategic plan team consisting
of personnel from all divisions to identify common themes. An online survey was conducted to
get further input from all employees. A group of employees from all levels of the organization
were then brought together to formulate goals and objectives. The outcomes of this process
were included in the updated strategic plan.
AHJ Stakeholder Input
The District’s Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) is the five-member District Board elected by
citizens. The Board also participated in a SWOT analysis. Their feedback and direction were
incorporated into the strategic plan team in the form of goal and objectives included in the final
plan document.

Overall Evaluation
The goal of any emergency service delivery system is to provide sufficient resources
(personnel, apparatus, and equipment) to the scene of an emergency in time to take effective
action to minimize the impacts of the emergency. This need applies to fires, medical
emergencies, and any other emergency to which the District responds. Obtaining and
understanding the desires and expectations of stakeholders is an important step. The District is
committed to incorporating the needs and expectations of residents, policy makers, and
personnel in the service delivery planning process.
Criteria for When a New Fire Station is Needed
The District should continue planning for the addition of personnel, apparatus, and stations as
new growth occurs. Planning for growth should occur based upon continued use of response
performance data and geographic information systems (GIS) information to evaluate the
impacts of growth on response performance.
To provide district wide emergency fire and medical response, Arvada Fire will attempt to
identify quantifiable thresholds at which a decision is necessary about the need for additional
stations. The threshold for when an additional temporary or permanent station is needed varies
from community to community and even within specific areas of a jurisdiction. The overall
answer must consider several elements consisting of:
•

Response performance data analysis

•

Incident response demand
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Identification of areas where response performance is not meeting the adopted
objectives

•

Application of data-based professional judgement

•

Identification of feasible locations for a new facility

•

Evaluation of identified locations using site specific criteria

•

Evaluation of financial costs and impact

The specific methodology used for additional stations is available in Appendix F: Criteria for
When a New Station is Needed Methodology.

Recommendations
The District is committed to the following actions to improve emergency response performance.
Improvement Goal 1: Maintain and improve emergency response times
To meet external stakeholder expectations of maintaining emergency response times, the
District will work with the JeffCom regional communications center to improve alarm handling
time. In addition, the District will re-evaluate station locations to ensure proper placement and
deployment to meet the growing emergency service demands in the community.
Improvement Goal 2: Increase use of data to effectively measure outcomes
Improve data quality by working with records management system (RMS) vendors and provide
education to the operations division on report accuracy and completeness. Using data analysis,
provide tools to make data accessible to all personnel through dashboards, monthly, quarterly,
and annual reports. With consistent access to data, the community risk reduction division can
better pinpoint education needs of the community.
Improvement Goal 3: Reduce the workload on the emergency response system
Leverage community risk reduction programs to better educate the community to reduce
incidents of fire and traumatic injury. The expected outcome should be a reduction in the need
for emergency response services.
Improvement Goal 4: Implement automatic aid with neighboring fire agencies
Enhance automatic aid resources through continued effort in written agreements, acquiring
necessary technology, and identifying an effective deployment model for respective stakeholder
agencies. The expected outcome of automatic aid should be maintaining and improving timely
emergency responses by sending the closest unit; and distributing the response workload.
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Baseline (Current) and Benchmark (Goal) Performance Targets
The following narrative includes baseline performance metrics and performance benchmarks
(goals to strive for) beginning in 2019.
Alarm Handling Baseline (Current) Performance:
Alarm handling baseline time for fire suppression has been 1 minute 29 seconds. Emergency medical
alarm handling has been 1 minute 18 seconds. Rescue alarm handling has been 2 minutes 1 second.
Hazardous material alarm handling has been 1 minute 31 seconds.
Alarm Handling Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
Per the member service agreement with the JeffCom regional communications center, alarm handling
time for all incident types shall be 1 minute, 90 percent of the time. This benchmark is based on the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1221: Standard for the Installation Maintenance and Use of
Emergency Communications System.
Turnout Baseline (Current) Performance:
Emergency medical baseline turnout time has been 1 minute 20 seconds. Fire Suppression baseline
turnout time has been 1 minute 23 seconds. Rescue baseline turnout time has been 1 minute 21
seconds. Hazardous material (HazMat) baseline turnout time has been 1 minute 53 seconds.
Turnout Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
Emergency medical benchmark turnout time shall be 1 minute, 90 percent of the time. Fire suppression,
rescue, and hazardous material turnout time shall be 1 minute 20 seconds, 90 percent of the time.
Travel Baseline (Current) Performance:
Emergency medical baseline travel time for areas urban has been 5 minute 15 seconds and rural has
been 9 minutes 20 seconds. Fire suppression baseline travel time for urban areas has been 5 minute 35
seconds. Rescue baseline travel time for urban areas has been 6 minute 18 seconds. Hazardous
material (HazMat) baseline travel time for urban areas has been 6 minute 36 seconds. Due to insufficient
data, with only five incidents for fire suppression, five incidents for hazmat, and four incidents for rescue
in a five-year period, no baseline value is available for rural areas.
Travel Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
Emergency medical benchmark travel time for urban areas shall be 5 minutes and 9 minutes for rural
areas, 90 percent of the time. Fire suppression benchmark travel time shall be 5 minutes 15 seconds, 90
percent of the time. Specialty incidents (rescue and hazardous material) travel time for urban areas shall
be: 6 minutes and 9 minutes for rural areas, 90 percent of the time.
Fire Suppression Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of fire suppression responses, the AFPD system total response time of the first
arriving engine, truck, or rescue, staffed with 4 firefighters has been 7 minutes 29 seconds in
areas considered urban. Due to insufficient data, with only five incidents in a five-year period, no
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baseline value is available for rural areas. The first arriving unit shall provide a minimum pump
capacity of 1, 500 gallons per minute (gpm), establish command, evaluate the incident, request
additional resources, establish and advance an attack line capable of at least 150 gpm or
perform immediate rescue operations, establish a positive pressure attack tactic, establish an
uninterrupted water supply, complete forcible entry, and contain the fire.
Fire Suppression Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of fire suppression responses, the AFPD system total response time of the first
arriving engine, truck, or rescue, staffed with 4 firefighters, shall be 7 minutes in areas
considered urban and 9 minutes 20 seconds in areas considered rural. The first arriving unit
shall provide a minimum pump capacity of 1,500 gallons per minute (gpm), establish command,
evaluate the incident, request additional resources, establish and advance an attack line
capable of at least 150 gpm or perform immediate rescue operations, establish a positive
pressure attack tactic, establish an uninterrupted water supply, complete forcible entry, and
contain the fire.
Fire Suppression ERF Baseline (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of fire suppression responses, the AFPD system total response time of the last
arriving unit of the effective response force (ERF) of 4 units comprised of at least one engine,
and the balance being either engines, trucks, or rescues, with a total staff of 16 firefighters has
been 13 minutes 48 seconds in urban areas. Due to insufficient data, with only five incidents in
a five-year period, no baseline value is available for rural areas. The ERF shall establish
command, request additional resources, establish and advance an attack line and backup line,
ventilate the structure, perform search and rescue operations, establish a positive pressure
attack tactic, establish an uninterrupted water supply, harden ventilation, forcible entry, control
utilities, and extinguish the fire.
Fire Suppression ERF Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of fire suppression responses, the AFPD system total response time of the last
arriving unit of the effective response force (ERF) of 4 units comprised of at least one engine,
and the balance being either engines, trucks, or rescues, with a total staff of 16 firefighters for
shall be 13 minutes 20 seconds in both urban and rural areas. The ERF shall establish
command, request additional resources, establish and advance an attack line and backup line,
ventilate the structure, perform search and rescue operations, establish a positive pressure
attack tactic, establish an uninterrupted water supply, harden ventilation, forcible entry, control
utilities, and extinguishing the fire.
Emergency Medical Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of emergency medical responses, the AFPD system performance time of the first
arriving unit staffed with one emergency medical technician and one emergency medical
paramedic has been 7 minutes 3 seconds in urban areas and 11 minutes 19 seconds in rural
areas. The first arriving unit shall provide a minimum of basic life support, establish command,
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request additional units, evaluate the scene for safety, and begin patient assessment and
treatment.
Emergency Medical Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of emergency medical responses, the AFPD system performance time of the first
arriving unit staffed with one emergency medical technician and one emergency medical
paramedic, shall be 6 minutes 45 seconds in urban areas and 10 minutes 45 seconds in rural
areas. The first arriving unit shall provide a minimum of basic life support, establish command,
requesting additional units, evaluate the scene for safety, and begin patient assessment and
treatment.
Emergency Medical ERF Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of emergency medical responses, the AFPD system total response time of the
last arriving unit of the effective response force (ERF) staffed with a minimum of one medic unit
(one emergency medical technician and one emergency medical paramedic) and at least one
fire unit has been 8 minutes 37 seconds in urban areas and 14 minutes 31 seconds in rural
areas. The first arriving unit shall provide a minimum of basic life support, establish command,
request additional units, evaluate the scene for safety, and begin patient assessment and
treatment.
Emergency Medical ERF Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of emergency medical responses, the AFPD system total response time of the
last arriving unit of the effective response force (ERF) staffed with a minimum of one medic unit
(one emergency medical technician and one emergency medical paramedic) and at least one
fire unit, shall be 8 minutes 15 seconds in urban areas and 13 minutes 45 seconds in rural
areas.
Rescue Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of rescue responses, the AFPD system performance time of the first arriving
engine, truck, or rescue, staffed with 4 firefighters has been 8 minutes 8 seconds in urban
areas. Due to insufficient data, with only four incidents in a five-year period, no baseline value
is available for rural areas. The first arriving unit shall establish command, evaluate the
incident, recognize technical hazards, request additional resources, perform support activities,
light entrapment rescues, shore support, establish a safe work zone, control bystanders, and
provide EMS care.
Rescue Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of rescue responses, the AFPD system performance time of the first arriving
engine, truck, or rescue, staffed with 4 firefighters, shall be: 7 minutes 45 seconds in urban
areas and 9 minutes 45 seconds in rural areas. The first arriving unit shall establish command,
evaluate the incident, recognize technical hazards, request additional resources, perform
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support activities, light entrapment rescues, shore support, establish a safe work zone, control
bystanders, and provide EMS care.
Rescue ERF Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of rescue responses, the AFPD system total response time including the
specialty response unit of the effective response force (ERF) has been 15 minutes 21 seconds
in urban areas. Due to insufficient data, with only four incidents in a five-year period, no
baseline value is available for rural areas.
Rescue ERF Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of rescue responses, the AFPD system total response time including arrival of
the specialty unit of the effective response force (ERF), shall be 14 minutes 45 seconds in urban
areas and 15 minutes 30 seconds in rural areas.
Hazardous Material Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of hazmat responses, the AFPD system performance time of the first arriving
engine, truck, or rescue, staffed with 4 firefighters has been 8 minutes 42 seconds in urban
areas. Due to insufficient data, with only five incidents in a five-year period, no baseline value is
available for rural areas. The first arriving unit shall establish command, evaluate the incident,
recognize technical hazards, identify the hazardous material and its primary hazard, request
additional resources, operational level activities as defined by NFPA 472, conduct emergency
decontamination, take emergency actions as indicated to “save a savable life”, and provide
EMS care.
Hazardous Material Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of hazmat responses, the AFPD system performance time of the first arriving
engine, truck, or rescue, staffed with 4 firefighters, shall be 8 minutes 15 seconds in urban areas
and 13 minutes in rural areas. The first arriving unit shall establish command, evaluate the
incident, recognize technical hazards, identify the hazardous material and its primary hazard,
request additional resources, operational level activities as defined by NFPA 472, conduct
emergency decontamination, take emergency actions as indicated to “save a savable life”, and
provide EMS.
Hazardous Material ERF Baseline (Current) Performance:
For 90 percent of hazmat responses, the AFPD system total response time including arrival of
the specialty unit of the effective response force (ERF), shall be 11 minutes 39 seconds in urban
areas. Due to insufficient data, with only five incidents in a five-year period, no baseline value is
available for rural areas.
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Hazardous Material ERF Benchmark (Goal) Performance:
For 90 percent of hazmat responses, the AFPD system total response time including arrival of
the specialty unit of the effective response force (ERF), shall be 11 minutes 15 seconds in urban
areas and 13 minutes for rural areas.

Compliance Model
The District follows a model of continuous improvement information gathering and procedural
review to maintain service delivery performance. The following figure illustrates the components
and progression the continuous improvement cycle. 16

6. Provide regular updates to
District Board and Stakeholders

5. Routinely monitor, evaluate,
and modify plan

1. Identify, assess, and
document local needs and
circumstances, community risks,
and response capabilities

4. Implement CRA-SOC

2. Identify improvement
opportunities for and create
plans to maintain and/or
improve services

3. Approve, publish and
disseminate CRA-SOC

Phase 1: Identify, assess, and document local needs and circumstances, community
risks, and response capabilities

16

Source: CPSE Standards of Cover 6th Ed., page 5
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The results of the community risk assessment and stakeholder input establish goals and
objectives for our service delivery model. Actions taken to gather this intelligence include:
• Conduct an updated community risk assessment
• Seek stakeholder input both external and internal
• Establish delivery models and performance metrics that align with risk identified in the
assessment and stakeholder expectations
Phase 2: Identify improvement opportunities for and create plans to maintain and/or
improve services
To effectively mitigate community risks and meet stakeholder expectations, actions taken to
identify improvement opportunities and/or maintain current service levels include:
• Analyze performance data
• Monitor service demands, population growth and development
• Evaluate accuracy of critical tasks and effective response force
• Review and update as appropriate resource distribution and concentration
• Evaluate overall performance as related to the goals and objectives in the strategic plan
Phase 3: Approve, publish and disseminate CRA-SOC
To maintain creditability and accountability, the CRA-SOC will be adopted and approved by the
District Board. Actions taken to disseminate and maintain accuracy of the CRA-SOC include:
• Obtain initial adoption and approval
• Publish the document
• Educate and disseminate internally and externally
Phase 4: Implement CRA-SOC
Implementation of the CRA-SOC substantially is accomplished by the Operations Division.
Actions taken to address identified risks and maintain service delivery goals and meet target
performance metrics include:
• Respond to incidents with appropriate resources
• Implement deployment resources to support response time expectations
• Effectively mitigate emergency incidents to achieve the best possible outcome and meet
stakeholder expectations
Phase 5: Routinely monitor, evaluate, and modify plan
As a guiding document, the CRA-SOC must be current and accurate. Actions taken to maintain
relevancy and accuracy of the CRA-SOC include:
• Review annually to maintain knowledge and proficiency of document elements
• Monitor system performance for gaps as measured against the CRA-SOC
• Identify and predict significant trigger mechanisms that could negatively impact system
performance and meeting stakeholder expectations
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Modify the CRA-SOC to address performance gaps or identified trigger mechanisms

Phase 6: Provide regular updates to District Board and stakeholders
To maintain creditability and accountability, the District Board and stakeholders should be
notified about system performance on a reoccurring basis; this is accomplished through
• Updates and dissemination at least annually or as needed for significant changes to
internal and external stakeholders
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Component F – Appendices and Exhibits
Appendix A – District Facilities Information Sheets
Figure 49: Central Supply
12195 W. 52nd Avenue
A retired fire station this building is currently
used only for storage. It consists of two
apparatus bays. The building is in fair
condition.
The facility is a small, two-bay station, built
in 1958 and consisting of 3,521-square feet
of storage and office space. The facility is of
older construction and design but has been
maintained. The facility is in fair to good
condition.
The building was originally designed for
volunteer firefighter use and later remodeled
to accommodate 24-hour crews. Since then,
it has been retired and remodeled to house
supplies for the District.

Design

The facility is an older, traditional design for small fire stations of its vintage. Subsequent
remodeling has added a small kitchen, office area, and most of the space consists of
shelving for District supplies. Age and construction type results in increasing
maintenance costs.

Construction

Construction is of wood frame with a masonry façade. Roof is composition material.

Safety

Both smoke and heat detection systems are installed. There is no fire sprinkler system in
place. Security is provided via combination door locks with a third-party monitored
intrusion alarm. There are also video cameras audio capable on site.

Environment

The apparatus bays are no longer used for vehicles and instead are used as part of the
storage space.

Code
Compliance

Building is not ADA compliant. No seismic upgrades have been performed. The building
complies with fire and life safety codes in place at the time of construction.

Staff Facilities

The quartermaster is assigned to this facility. The facility has emergency backup power.

Efficiency

While functional, the facilities are limited in terms of space and efficiency, as compared
with current standards.
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Figure 50: Fire Station No. 1
7900 W. 57th Ave
Station 1 was built in 1953.
This 6,960-square foot facility
has two small apparatus bays,
housing one engine and a
medic unit. The facility is older,
but well maintained. Space is
limited and lacks room for
future expansion. The fire
station is in fair condition.
The building was originally
designed for volunteer use and
has since been remodeled to
accommodate 24-hour crews.

Design

The station is of older design but is of good appearance. It is
designed with gender-appropriate amenities, including individual
sleeping dorm rooms. The size of the apparatus bays is limited.
Age and construction type results in increasing maintenance
costs.

Construction

Concrete block with brick veneer. Some portions are of wood
frame construction. Roof is composition material.

Safety

The station is equipped with smoke detection, but no fire sprinkler
system is in place. Security is provided via combination door
locks, but there is no intrusion alarm. There is no apron in front of
the building, forcing drivers to maneuver in the street to back
apparatus into the bays.

Environment

A vehicle exhaust removal system is in place. Bunker gear is
stored in apparatus bays.

Code Compliance

Building is not ADA compliant. No seismic upgrades have been
performed. The building complies with fire and life safety codes in
place at the time of construction.

Staff Facilities

A large kitchen and day room are located on the second floor. An
exercise area is available, but space is limited. Lockers and
shower space are provided on the main floor, but space is limited.
This station has sufficient office space for the assigned officers.
Personnel have access to a residential-type washer and dryer.
The station has emergency backup power.

Efficiency

While functional, the facilities are limited in terms of space and
efficiency, as compared with current standards.
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Figure 51: Fire Station No. 2
5250 Oak Street
Station 2 is well thought out and
appropriately configured to meet the
needs
of
today’s
fire
service
responders.
Built in 2011, this 8,580-square foot fire
station is in excellent condition.
The station houses an engine, a medic
unit and a reserve engine. Swift and
ice water rescue equipment are also
located at this fire station.
Sleeping quarters are provided for six
personnel, with room for expansion to
eight personnel.
The station has sufficient office space
for the assigned officer as well as a
separate office space for firefighters.
Design

The building is a single story, four-bay design, in two double-depth drive
through bays. The design effectively accommodates today’s needs for a
progressive fire department.

Construction

The structure is constructed of brick over concrete block. The roof is of
composition material.

Safety

The station is equipped throughout with fire suppression systems. In
addition, smoke detectors are installed and both detection and
suppression systems are connected to an integrated alarm system.
Security is provided via combination-type door locks, there is no intrusion
alarm.

Environment

Vehicle exhaust removal systems are provided.

Code Compliance

The station is fully compliant with ADA standards. The building complies
with current fire and life safety codes.

Staff Facilities

The living quarters and day room areas are spacious and well
accommodated. Sleeping quarters include enough individual rooms with
personal lockers for all occupants. Public access and decent space is
available for meetings.

Efficiency

The building is efficiently designed in all regards and will serve the
District well.
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Figure 52: Fire Station No. 3

Station 3 was built in 1962. The
station has 4,002-square feet of
floor space. The building
consists of two back-in type
apparatus bays that are of single
depth. The fire station is in good
condition.
The station houses an engine, a
medic unit and a brush truck.
The station sits on a corner lot
and is attractive despite it being
older.

Design

The station is of a contemporary 1960s design. Quarters are present that
accommodate the number of personnel currently assigned to the station. The
restroom and shower facilities are gender-appropriate. Apparatus bay space is
limited.

Construction

The station is built of concrete block and wood frame with masonry covering.
Roof is composition material and is in good condition.

Safety

Both smoke and heat detection systems are installed. There is no fire sprinkler
system in place. Security is provided via combination door locks with no
intrusion alarm. A large front apron provides adequate space for maneuvering
fire apparatus and public parking is adequate.

Environment

A vehicle exhaust removal system is in place. Bunker gear is stored in
apparatus bays.

Code Compliance

Building is not ADA compliant. No seismic upgrades have been performed.
The building complies with fire and life safety codes in place at the time of
construction.

Staff Facilities

Staff facilities are sufficient, including both sleeping areas and kitchen/day
room. A large exercise room is available and is adequately equipped. There is
no training room; the kitchen-dayroom is used as a classroom. A residential
type washer and dryer is provided and used only for uniforms. The station has
emergency backup power.

Efficiency

The building is adequate for current needs but there is no room for additional
sleeping space to meet future needs.
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Figure 53: Fire Station No. 4
6845 W. 68th Street
Station 4 was built in 1963 and
remodeled on the interior in 2013.
The station is 6,270- square feet in
size and is in good condition.
Given its original age, it functions
well for its current use.
A rescue unit responds from this
station, along with the hazardous
materials response vehicle. A
medic unit is also housed out of
this station.
There are four
apparatus bays, in two sections.
Two are double-depth and the
other two are single. All bays are
back-in configuration.
Design

The station is of a typical design for the era. The building is
adequately suited for current use, though aging.

Construction

The station is partially wood frame with the bulk of the structure of
concrete block. All surfaces have a masonry façade. Roof is
composition material and is in good condition.

Safety

The station is equipped with smoke detectors. There is no fire
sprinkler system in place. Security is provided via combination door
locks with no intrusion alarm. A large lot and front apron provide
adequate space for maneuvering fire apparatus and sufficient public
parking space.

Environment

A vehicle exhaust removal system is in place. Bunker gear is stored
in apparatus bays.

Code Compliance

The station is ADA compliant. No seismic upgrades have been
performed. The building complies with fire and life safety codes in
place at the time of construction and is mixed-gender appropriate.

Staff Facilities

A good-sized kitchen and day room area are provided, along with
sleeping areas that consist of individual rooms. An exercise area is
available. There is no dedicated training area, so the day room is
used as a classroom. A residential type washer and dryer is provided
and used only for uniforms. PPE extraction washing equipment is
provided. The station has emergency backup power.

Efficiency

This station provides the functions needed by the District about
equipment and personnel housing.
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Figure 54: Fire Station No. 5
8100 Vance Drive
Station 5 is home to an engine, an older
rescue utility vehicle that can pull a trailer
with rescue equipment, and a medic unit.
The station was originally built in 1973 as
a 5,256-square foot facility. A substantial
remodeling and building expansion were
completed in 2012 increasing the square
footage to 7,500.
The station is
appropriately configured to accommodate
today’s needs for a progressive fire
department.
Sleeping quarters are provided for seven
personnel. The station is attractive and is
well maintained. There are two apparatus
bays of single depth only. Both require
apparatus to back in to the building.
Design

The station is consistent with architectural design of the period. Sufficient
space and accommodations are provided for current day standards. The
design effectively accommodates today’s needs for a progressive fire
department.

Construction

The structure consists of masonry over wood frame construction. Roof is
composition material and is in good condition.

Safety

The station is equipped with both smoke detectors and heat detection. There
is no fire sprinkler system in place. Security is provided via combination door
locks, there is no intrusion alarm. The station is situated on a large lot with
sufficient room for maneuvering fire apparatus off-street. The lot provides two
means of access, from Vance or from 81st Street.

Environment

A vehicle exhaust removal system is provided.

Code Compliance

The station is ADA compliant. No seismic upgrades have been performed.
The building complies with fire and life safety codes in place at the time of
construction and is mixed-gender appropriate.

Staff Facilities

The living quarters and day room areas are spacious and well accommodated.
Sleeping quarters include enough individual rooms with personal lockers for
all occupants. Public access and meeting areas are provided, and office and
administrative space is fully adequate. A residential type washer and dryer is
provided and used only for uniforms. No PPE extraction washing equipment is
in place. The station has emergency backup power.

Efficiency

The building is efficiently designed in all regards and will serve the District
well.
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Figure 55: Fire Station No. 6
6503 Simms Street
Station 6 was originally constructed in 1975
as a fire station as well as the District’s
administrative headquarters, maintenance
shop, and communications center. The
administrative offices and maintenance
shop moved to new locations in 2008 and
2014, respectively.
The station was remodeled in 2013 and
sleeps 12 personnel. Station 6 houses a
tower, a medic unit, and battalion chiefs.
Communications center personnel moved
to the JeffCom regional communications
center in 2018 and I.T. personnel moved
into this vacated space.
Design

The building is large and designed to consist of three levels, providing
considerable space for varied uses.

Construction

The structure is primarily of masonry construction. The roof is flat with
built up covering.

Safety

Although the first and second floors are not provided with a fire sprinkler
system, the basement and bays of this facility is sprinkled. The station is
equipped with smoke detectors throughout that are connected to a central
alarm system. Security is provided via both combination-type and keyed
door locks, there is no intrusion alarm. The station is situated on a large
lot with sufficient room for maneuvering fire apparatus off-street. Visibility
for apparatus entering Simms Street is adequate.

Environment

A vehicle exhaust removal system is provided.

Code Compliance

The station has been partially upgraded for ADA compliance, generally
specific to access to I.T. offices. ADA access to the balance of the
building is limited. No seismic upgrades have been performed. The
building complies with fire and life safety codes in place at the time of
construction and is mixed-gender appropriate.

Staff Facilities

Living quarters, as well as apparatus space is adequate in this building.
The station has emergency backup power.

Efficiency

This station, though dated in some areas, meets current needs
adequately. Newly available space provides opportunities for additional
future use flexibility.
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Figure 56: Fire Station No. 7
8027 Alkire Street
Station 7 is well thought out and
appropriately configured to meet the
needs
of
today’s
fire
service
responders.
Built in 2008, the 8,580-square foot
station is in excellent condition.
The building houses an engine, a brush
truck, Arvada Police Command Van
and a reserve medic unit at times.
Sleeping quarters are provided for six
personnel, with room for expansion to
eight personnel.

Design

The building is a single story, a four-bay design, in two double-depth
drive through bays. The design effectively accommodates today’s needs
for a progressive fire department.

Construction

The structure is constructed of brick over concrete block. The roof is of
composition material.

Safety

The new station is equipped throughout with fire suppression systems. In
addition, smoke detectors are installed and both detection and
suppression systems are connected to an integrated alarm system.
Security is provided via combination-type door locks, there is no intrusion
alarm.

Environment

Vehicle exhaust removal systems are provided.

Code Compliance

The station is fully compliant with ADA standards. The building complies
with current fire and life safety codes.

Staff Facilities

The living quarters and day room areas are spacious and well
accommodated. Sleeping quarters include enough individual rooms with
personal lockers for all occupants. Public access and meeting areas are
provided, and office and administrative space is fully adequate.

Efficiency

The building is efficiently designed in all regards and will serve the
District well.
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Figure 57: Fire Station No. 8
6385 Quaker Street
Station 8 is well thought out and
appropriately configured
to
meet the needs of today’s fire
service responders.
Built in
2008, the 8,580-square foot
station is in excellent condition.
The building houses an engine,
a reserve engine, brush truck,
and a reserve medic unit.
Sleeping quarters are provided
for six personnel, with room for
expansion to eight personnel.

Design

The building is a single story, four-bay design, in two doubledepth drive through bays. The design effectively accommodates
today’s needs for a progressive fire department.

Construction

The structure is constructed of brick over concrete block. The
roof is of composition material.

Safety

The new station is equipped throughout with fire suppression
systems. In addition, smoke detectors are installed and both
detection and suppression systems are connected to an
integrated alarm system. Security is provided via combinationtype door locks, there is no intrusion alarm.

Environment

Vehicle exhaust removal systems are provided.

Code Compliance

The station is fully compliant with ADA standards. The building
complies with current fire and life safety codes.

Staff Facilities

The living quarters and day room areas are spacious and well
accommodated. Sleeping quarters include enough individual
rooms with personal lockers for all occupants. Public access and
meeting areas are provided, and office and administrative space
is fully adequate.

Efficiency

The building is efficiently designed in all regards and will serve
the District well.
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Figure 58: Headquarters
7903 Allison Way
Headquarters is a 15,080-square foot
facility built in 1986.
The District
moved its administrative offices to this
building in 2008. The building is well
maintained and in good condition.

Design

The building is a two story with offices, meeting rooms and bathrooms on
both levels. The design effectively accommodates today’s needs for a
progressive fire department.

Construction

The structure is constructed of Stucco and brick over insulation and steel
studs. The entrance is glass store front with natural lighting into the
common areas of the first and second floor. The roof is flat built up with
the HVAC.

Safety

The building is equipped with smoke detectors. There is no fire sprinkler
system in place. Security is provided via combination door locks, there is
no intrusion alarm. The building is situated on a large lot with sufficient
room for parking and maneuvering fire apparatus off-street.

Environment

The building has plenty of office space and public areas.

Code Compliance

The building is not compliant with ADA standards. The building complies
with current fire and life safety codes.

Staff Facilities

The building has a sufficient amount of individual working spaces and
bathroom areas located on both floors. Public access and meeting areas
are provided, office and administrative space is fully adequate.

Efficiency

The building is efficiently designed in all regards and will serve the
District well.
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Figure 59: Maintenance Shop
16490 W 64th Ave
The Maintenance Shop was built in
2014 and is a 9,600-square foot facility.
It is well maintained and in excellent
condition.
Both Fleet and Building maintenance
personnel operate out of this facility.
Mechanics have space for six vehicles
at a time in the large bays.

Design

The building is a single story, six-bay design, in three double-depth drive
through bays. The building also accommodates for parts storage in a
large mezzanine over the office area. The design effectively
accommodates today’s needs for a progressive fire department.

Construction

The structure is constructed of Stucco and brick over insulation and block
with brick and Stucco and brick veneer. The roof is of composition
material.

Safety

The building is equipped with smoke detectors and has a fire sprinkler
system in place. The bays have an air quality control system that when
necessary ventilates the building. Security is provided via combination
door locks, there is no intrusion alarm. The building is situated on a large
lot with sufficient room for parking and maneuvering fire apparatus offstreet.

Environment

The bays have an air quality control system that when necessary
ventilates the building. Vehicle exhaust removal systems are not
provided.

Code Compliance

The building is not compliant with ADA standards. The building complies
with current fire and life safety codes.

Staff Facilities

The single-story facility consists of two office spaces, a break room with
kitchen, a locker room, an ADA accessible bathroom, storage space on
the main level and mezzanine over the office area.

Efficiency

The building is efficiently designed as a vehicle maintenance shop in all
regards and will serve the District well.
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Figure 60: Training Center
6651 Indiana Street
The Training Center is a large facility
originally built in 1979 that provides
extensive training and meeting facilities in
its 16,000 square feet of building space.
The building was remodeled in 2014 after
maintenance personnel moved into their
new facility.
The Training Center is positioned on a
two and one-half acre site. The building
includes an amphitheater that seats 96
students, along with other classroom
spaces.
The balance of the property has various
props including a training tower, burn
building, and hazardous materials training
devices.

Design

The buildings are good sized and functional for their current use. Facilities, generally,
are dated and show indication of long-term use.

Construction

The structure is primarily of masonry construction. The roof is flat with built up
covering.

Safety

The facility is equipped with an automatic fire sprinkler system. It is also equipped with
smoke detectors throughout that are connected to a central alarm system. Security is
provided via combination door locks; there is no intrusion alarm system.

Environment

A vehicle exhaust removal system is provided in the bays.

Code Compliance

The building has been upgraded for compliance with ADA standards. The meeting
spaces may be reserved by the public. No seismic upgrades have been performed.
The building complies with fire and life safety codes in place at the time of construction
and is mixed-gender appropriate.

Staff Facilities

Space is adequate for current use and will remain so with the future planned use. The
facility has emergency backup power.

Efficiency

This building is dated, and some repairs have been made to maintain it.
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Appendix B – Critical Tasking Charts
Critical Tasking: Non-Wildland Fires by Intensity

Figure 61: Low Risk Fire Critical Tasking
FIRES (LOW RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Fire Suppression

2

Pump Operator

1
TOTAL NEEDED

4

Figure 62: Moderate Risk Fire Critical Tasking
FIRES (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Pump Operator

1

Water Supply

1

Attack Line (1 3/4")

2

Back Up Line (1 3/4")

2

Search/Rescue

2

Ventilation

2

On Deck/RIT

4

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

18
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Figure 63: High/Special Risk Fire Critical Tasking
FIRES (HIGH RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Pump Operator

1

Attack Line (2 1/2")

3

Attack Line (2 1/2")

3

Water Supply

1

Search

2

Ventilation

2

Roof

4

On Deck

4

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

24

Critical Tasking: EMS by Intensity

Figure 64: EMS Low Risk Critical Tasking
EMS (LOW RISK)
Task

Persons

Patient Management

1
TOTAL NEEDED

1
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Figure 65: EMS Moderate Risk Critical Tasking
EMS (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Persons

Patient Lead

1

Vitals/Skills

1

Logistics

1

Scribe

1

(Requires ALS transport)
TOTAL NEEDED

4

Figure 66: EMS High Risk Critical Tasking
EMS (HIGH RISK)
Task

Persons

Patient Lead

1

Vitals/Skills

1

Logistics

1

CPR

2

Scribe/Interview

1

(Requires ALS transport)
TOTAL NEEDED

6
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Figure 67: EMS Special Risk Critical Tasking
EMS (SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Triage Unit Leader

1

Triage Unit

1

Transportation Unit Leader

1

Treatment Managers

3

Shuttle Team

4

*Transports are called as needed
TOTAL NEEDED

12

Critical Tasking: Rescue (Non-Water) by Intensity

Figure 68: Rescue (Non-Water) Low Risk Critical Tasking
TECHNICAL RESCUE (LOW RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Entry

2

Medical

2

Safety

1
TOTAL NEEDED

6
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Figure 69: Rescue (Non-Water) Moderate Risk Critical Tasking
TECHNICAL RESCUE (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Entry/Rope Techs

2

Rope/Building Support

4

Operations

1

Back-Up Team

2

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

13

Figure 70: Rescue (Non-Water) High/Special Risk Critical Tasking
TECHNICAL RESCUE (HIGH RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Operations

1

Rope/Entry Techs

2

Rope/Entry Support

4

Back-Up Team

2

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

13
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Critical Tasking: Water Rescue by Intensity

Figure 71: Water Rescue Low Risk Critical Tasking
WATER RESCUE (LOW RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Entry

2

Medical

2

Safety

1
TOTAL NEEDED

6

Figure 72: Water Rescue Moderate Risk Critical Tasking
WATER RESCUE (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Rescuer (per victim)

1

Boat Operator

1

Rescue Team Leader

1

Shore Support

2

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

9
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Figure 73: Water Rescue High/Special Risk Critical Tasking
WATER RESCUE (HIGH RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Upstream Safety

1

Rescuers (includes boat operator)

2

Back-Up/Safety Team

2

Downstream Support

4

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

12

Critical Tasking: Hazardous Materials (HazMat) by Intensity

Figure 74: HazMat Low Risk Critical Tasking
HAZMAT (LOW RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Recon/Reaction

2

Outside Support

1
TOTAL NEEDED

4
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Figure 75: HazMat Moderate Risk Critical Tasking
HAZMAT (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Operations (tech)

1

Operations Safety (tech)

1

Entry Team

2

RIT

2

Decon Manager (tech)

1

Decon Team

2

Medical

2

Entry Supervisor (tech)

1
TOTAL NEEDED

14
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Figure 76: HazMat High/Special Risk Critical Tasking
HAZMAT (HIGH RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Operations (tech)

1

Operations Safety (tech)

1

Decon Manager (tech)

1

Decon Team

2

Entry Supervisor (tech)

1

Medical

2
Incident
determines

Mutual Aid Assets
Entry Team 1 (tech)

2

Entry Team 2 (tech)

2

RIT (tech)

2
TOTAL NEEDED

16

Critical Tasking: Wildland Fires by Intensity
Figure 77: Wildland Fire Low Risk Critical Tasking
WILDLAND (LOW RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Water/Engineer

1

Attack Team

2
TOTAL NEEDED

4
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Figure 78: Wildland Fire Moderate Risk Critical Tasking
WILDLAND (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

1

Safety

1

Water Supply

1

Pump Operator

1

Attack Team 1

4

Attack Team 2

4
TOTAL NEEDED

12

Figure 79: Wildland Fire High/Special Risk Critical Tasking
WILDLAND (HIGH RISK)
Task

Persons

Command

2

Safety

1

Pump Operator

1

Attack Line (1 3/4")

2

Back Up Line (1 3/4")

2

Search/Rescue

4

Ventilation

2

RIT

4

Medical

2
TOTAL NEEDED

20
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Appendix C – Alarm Assignments
Alarm Assignments: Non-Wildland Fires

Figure 80: Non-Wildland Fires Low Risk Alarm
FIRES (LOW RISK)
Task
Engine

Assigned

Persons

1

4

TOTAL PROVIDED

4

TOTAL NEEDED

4
Over/Under Target

0

Figure 81: Non-Wildland Fires Moderate Risk Alarm
FIRES (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

3

12

Truck

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

20

TOTAL NEEDED

16
Over/Under Target

4
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Figure 82: Non-Wildland Fires High/Special Risk Alarm
FIRES (HIGH & SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

3

12

Truck

2

8

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

24

TOTAL NEEDED

24
Over/ Under Target

0

Alarm Assignments: EMS

Figure 83: EMS Low Risk Alarm
EMS (LOW RISK) *
Task
Medic

Assigned

Persons

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

2

TOTAL NEEDED

1
Over/Under Target

1
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Figure 84: EMS Moderate/High Risk Alarm
EMS (MODERATE & HIGH RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Engine

1

4

Medic

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

6

TOTAL NEEDED

6
Over/Under Target

0

Figure 85: EMS Special Risk Alarm
EMS (SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

2

8

Medic

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

12

TOTAL NEEDED

12
Over/Under Target

0
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Alarm Assignments: Rescue (Non-Water)

Figure 86: Rescue (Non-Water) Low Risk Alarm
TECHNICAL RESCUE (LOW RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Engine

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

6

TOTAL NEEDED

6
Over/Under Target

0

Figure 87: Rescue (Non-Water) Moderate Risk Alarm
TECHNICAL RESCUE (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

1

4

Truck

1

4

Rescue

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

16

TOTAL NEEDED

13
Over/Under Target

3
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Figure 88: Rescue (Non-Water) High/Special Risk Alarm
TECHNICAL RESCUE (HIGH & SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

1

4

Truck

1

4

Rescue

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

16

TOTAL NEEDED

13
Over/Under Target

3

Alarm Assignments: Water Rescue

Figure 89: Water Rescue Low Risk Alarm
WATER RESCUE (LOW RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Engine

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

6

TOTAL NEEDED

6
Over/Under Target

0
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Figure 90: Water Rescue Moderate Risk Alarm
WATER RESCUE (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

1

4

Boat (w/engine company)

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

12

TOTAL NEEDED

9
Over/Under Target

3

Figure 91: Water Rescue High/Special Risk Alarm
WATER RESCUE (HIGH & SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

1

4

Boat (w/engine company)

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

12

TOTAL NEEDED

12
Over/Under Target

0
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Alarm Assignments: Hazardous Materials (HazMat)

Figure 92: HazMat Low Risk Alarm
HAZMAT (LOW RISK)
Task
Engine

Assigned

Persons

1

4

TOTAL PROVIDED

4

TOTAL NEEDED

4
Over/Under Target

0

Figure 93: HazMat Moderate Risk Alarm
HAZMAT (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

2

8

HazMat

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

16

TOTAL NEEDED

14
Over/Under Target

2
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Figure 94: HazMat High/Special Risk Alarm
HAZMAT (HIGH & SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

1

4

HazMat

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

AJHMT

6

Mutual Aid/Techs **
TOTAL PROVIDED

18

TOTAL NEEDED

16
Over/Under Target

2

Alarm Assignments: Wildland Fires

Figure 95: Wildland Low Risk Alarm
WILDLAND (LOW RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Engine

1

4

Brush

1

4

TOTAL PROVIDED

8

TOTAL NEEDED

4
Over/Under Target

4
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Figure 96: Wildland Moderate Risk Alarm
WILDLAND (MODERATE RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

1

4

Brush

2

8

TOTAL PROVIDED

14

TOTAL NEEDED

12
Over/Under Target

2

Figure 97: Wildland High/Special Risk Alarm
WILDLAND (HIGH & SPECIAL RISK)
Task

Assigned

Persons

Battalion

1

1

Safety

1

1

Engine

3

12

Truck

1

4

Medic ***

1

2

TOTAL PROVIDED

20

TOTAL NEEDED

20
Over/Under Target

0

All Alarm Assignment Section Notes:
On all but fire calls a truck may replace an engine
* Engine may be deployed in place of a medic
** The District is part of the AJHMT to provide additional equipment and support
*** Medic in use as incident medic standby; if patient/s more medics will be dispatched
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Appendix D – Service Demand by Geographic Planning Zone
GPZ 1

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

43
10,604
25
217
6,180
17,069

%
0.3%
62.1%
0.1%
1.3%
36.2%
100.0%

GPZ 2

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

36
6,009
40
156
6,155
12,396

0.3%
48.5%
0.3%
1.3%
49.7%
100.0%

GPZ 3

TYPE
Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
99 Other
TOTAL

COUNT
20
4,215
7
86
2,015
6,343

%
0.3%
66.5%
0.1%
1.4%
31.8%
100.0%
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GPZ 4

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

31
6,057
15
76
2,338
8,517

%
0.4%
71.1%
0.2%
0.9%
27.5%
100.0%

GPZ 5

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

36
6,496
15
142
2,800
9,489

%
0.4%
68.5%
0.2%
1.5%
29.5%
100.0%

GPZ 6

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

39
7,702
20
128
3,746
11,635

%
0.3%
66.2%
0.2%
1.1%
32.2%
100.0%

GPZ 7

TYPE
Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

COUNT
6
1,251
3
47
761
2,068

%
0.3%
60.5%
0.1%
2.3%
36.8%
100.0%
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GPZ 8

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

7
1,752
8
96
1,654
3,517

%
0.2%
49.8%
0.2%
2.7%
47.0%
100.0%

GPZ 9

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

2
554
1
47
425
1,029

%
0.2%
53.8%
0.1%
4.6%
41.3%
100.0%

GPZ 10

TYPE

COUNT

Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

4
237
1
24
219
485

%
0.8%
48.9%
0.2%
4.9%
45.2%
100.0%

GPZ 11

TYPE
Fire Suppression
EMS
Technical Rescue
Hazmat
Other
TOTAL

COUNT
0
13
2
3
21
39

%
0.0%
33.3%
5.1%
7.7%
53.8%
100.0%
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Appendix E – Methodology to Maintain Compliance
Monitoring and Compliance Methodology for Emergency Response and Program Appraisals

Monitoring and Compliance Methodology
Monitor
Performance:
✓ Real Time
✓ Daily
✓ Monthly
✓ Quarterly
✓ Annually

Evaluate
Performance:
✓ Monthly
✓ Quarterly
✓ Annually

Identify & Modify
Strengths/Gaps
➢ Capability
➢ Capacity
➢ System

Trending:
✓ Annual
Change:
✓ Annual

Approval
District Board:
➢ CRA-SOC
➢ Strategic
Plan
Fire Chief:
➢ Annual Plan

Share
Stakeholders:
Internal• BOD
• Chiefs
• Divisions
• Battalions
• Stations
External• CPSE
• Citizens
• COA
• COWR

Emergency Response Monitoring
Real-Time Monitoring
•
•

System status alerts from Jeffcom via radio channel and text notification sent to
Command Staff
Major incident alerts and updates from Jeffcom via text notification sent to Command
Staff

Daily Monitoring
Near real-time monitoring capability is available via data extracted from the computer-aided
dispatch (CAD) system daily to include the past 24-hours. Information includes incident type
dispatched; units assigned; alarm handling time, turnout time; and travel time.
Weekly Monitoring
•
•

Battalion Chief Shift Activity Report (48-hour intervals)
Incidents found on arrival by type (During FIR QC process, ensure type is updated to
what was found on scene)
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Unit response times (All completed in FIR QC process)
90th percentile response times in alignment with CRA/SOC
Emergent responses within target (baseline) and goal (benchmark) arrival times

Monthly Monitoring
•
•
•

Monthly incident volume
Monthly unit hour utilization
On-the-job injuries (resulting in time lost)

Quarterly Monitoring
•
•

Compilation of monthly data for current quarter
Quarter-to-quarter comparison of monthly incidents

Annual Monitoring
•
•
•
•
•

Year-to-year comparison of incidents
Percentage of Cor-0 patients arriving at facility with a pulse
Estimated property loss and save
Number of structure fires with civilian injuries or deaths
Annual Compliance Report to CPSE

Program Monitoring and Appraisal
Monthly Monitoring
•
•
•
•
•

Budget (financial report)
On-the-job injuries (resulting in time lost)
Fire Marshal’s Office metrics
Community Risk Reduction metrics
Total training hours by shift and station

Semi-Annual Monitoring
•
•

Compilation of monthly data year-to-date
Completion of Program Appraisal Report and submittal to Accreditation Manager

Annual Monitoring
•
•
•
•

Strategic Plan performance monitoring-based upon annual plan
Strategic Plan overall completion
Compilation of semi-annual and year end Program Appraisal Report
Annual Compliance Report to CPSE
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Evaluation
✓
✓
✓
✓

Division Head Meetings
Chief Staff Meetings
Battalion Chief and Station meetings
Officer Development Sessions

Identify and Modify
➢ Review of CRA/SOC Target (Baseline) and Goal (Benchmark) Performance
➢ Identify gaps in emergency response delivery and implement modifications to improve
➢ Review “How Are We Doing Surveys” to identify gaps in stakeholder expectation vs.
service delivery
➢ Facilitate external stakeholder input
o City/District Board liaison meetings
o Attendance of area community group meetings
Approval
➢ Approval of CRA/SOC by District Board
➢ Approval of Strategic Plan by District Board
➢ Approval of Annual Plan by Fire Chief
Share
➢ Distribution to Internal stakeholders via:
o Internal publishing
o Electronic distribution
o Communication via Command Staff and Company Officers
o Members SharePoint site
o Monthly newsletter
➢ Distribution to External stakeholders via:
o External publishing
o Arvada Report
o Wheat Ridge (AFPD) Report
o Communication via community and partner agency meetings
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Appendix F – When A New Station is Needed Methodology

When a New Station is Needed
This methodology is based on a growing body of knowledge aimed at identifying the thresholds
and trigger mechanisms to evaluate resource needs and deployment. While challenging for the
fire protection and emergency medical service model to quantify the potential loss exclusively as
a result of deteriorating response times there are other quantifiable metrics that can be applied
to identify trigger thresholds. Service demand increase may first appear as a change of an
existing station’s response performance during the annual analysis of emergency calls. Two
primary metrics that are considered are incident volume and travel distance.
An agency’s emergency response performance is measured against its adopted response
performance objectives. Most agencies now use a numerical measurement of 90 percent to
measure its response performance. In other words, a standard is established that states the
agency will meet the identified response objective for 90 percent of the calls for emergency
response. Baseline response objectives are established based upon the agency’s current
response performance with its existing resource deployment and response model.
It should be recognized, that while structural fire protection needs of a new community may be
minimal, it is fact that potential of community needs for emergency medical services exists from
the day of initial occupancy. However, the volume of those needs may be minimal during initial
development phases. In short, this means that new construction may place more values and
lives at risk, but the volume of demand for service will increase incrementally as the
development is built-out. A balanced analysis of risk and demand is warranted.
Based on actual response time analysis, trigger thresholds that need to be considered are
increases in response and the percentage of responses handled under the adopted baseline
criterion. Anything more than a 10 percent increase in calls and a 10 percent decrease in travel
time performance is a trigger for evaluation of the level of service being provided.
For example, if a station has 1,000 incident responses and a 90 percent compliance rate with
the agency’s response standard, there would be about 100 alarms per year that fall outside of
the response performance standard. The station’s response performance is meeting the
established baseline response performance objective on 90 percent of the emergency incidents.
If in the following year the station’s response performance falls to 80 percent, there is now a 10
percent performance gap as the station is not meeting the baseline response standard. The
cause of this performance gap could be a result of either an increase in the number of calls for
emergency response; which now exceeds the response capacity of the station; or an increased
distance between the station and where the emergencies are occurring.
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For instance, if the number of emergency calls increased by 200 calls to a total of 1,200 and no
other changes in the response system or service area occurred, then a performance gap
caused by increased demand for service is indicated. The number of emergency responses in
which the baseline performance standard was not met increased from 100 (10 percent of total
calls) to 240 (20 percent of total calls) because of increased call volume. The performance gap
is caused by a service demand that exceeds capacity of the existing station serving the area.
However, the performance gap may not be indicative of a capacity problem; it might be a result
of a travel distance problem. One form of analysis used to measure travel distance and its effect
on response time is assessment of the road and transportation network to determine the
percentage of road mileage that theoretically is covered within the travel time metrics adopted
by the district. This analysis is accomplished using computer-based GIS modeling to create a
polygon that describes the areas of coverage. While this analysis will identify the effective
response range for a station, it also will identify gaps and deficiencies where response time is
not adequate.
As growth and development extends beyond the range of travel time of one station, the
percentage of calls that exceed the performance requirement should begin to increase. It should
be noted that growth, in and of itself, does not create an instantaneous demand increase. New
construction has the advantage of modern building and fire code approaches and a higher level
of owner commitment in fire prevention effort.
Using the baseline example of 1,000 incident responses from above, if the annual analysis
found that the number of emergency calls remained similar to the previous year when the
response performance objective was achieved at 90 percent; then analysis of where the calls
for service are occurring relative to the station location is in order. As the distance that the
station must travel to arrive at the emergency location increases, then so does the time to travel
that distance safely. If emergency responses causing the performance gap are found to be
outside of the ideal travel distance, then the performance gap is a result of station location
relative to location where the service demand exists.
With a focus on emergency response, the district factors out non-emergency calls for its
response performance analysis concentrating analysis on moderate- and high-risk: fire,
emergency medical, hazardous material, and rescue incidents requiring emergent response.
Furthermore, if more than one measure is deficient, an evaluation of all Standards of Cover
factors to identify the reason why the performance is slipping is required. A response analysis of
a multi-year period should occur rather than a single-year snapshot; which could be skewed if
the agency experienced a catastrophic weather event or experienced an isolated spike in calls
for service.
Trigger thresholds based upon service demand and travel time should not exclusively be the
only metrics evaluated for the need of a new fire station. Use of the incident response analysis
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approach described above is dependent upon emergencies occurring. As construction of new
development occurs, additional lives and property create increase potential for risk or loss and
deserve equity in protection. Furthermore, these same individuals and properties are paying the
taxes, fees, and permits and have a level of expectation for the same level of service being
provided throughout the district. Typically, new developments will not initially produce a
significant demand for service. While the potential risk exists the occurrence rate of the risk is
low. Although difficult to understand, a community that is slightly out of the response standard
range may not immediately trigger a need for a new fire station.
A common trigger threshold for construction of a new station is when a zone of the district
reaches the point where 35 to 50 percent of its parcels have been developed. Additional
thresholds in conjunction with the number of built parcels include: monitoring calls for service in
the new development; and monitoring the rate of increase in population that is occurring in the
new development. The following criterion grid illustrates a series of metrics that are useful
deciding when a new fire station should be deployed within the district.
Criterion Grid to Determine When a New Station is Needed
Criteria
Action Choices

Travel Distance

Temporary
facilities and
minimal staffing

Risks 1.5 to 3.0 miles
from existing station

Permanent
station needed

Risk locations
exceeding 4.0 miles
from the station

Permanent
station essential

Outlying risk locations
exceeding
5.0 miles from the
1st station

Response Time Parameter
1st due company Exceeds 5minute travel time 10% of the
time, but never exceeds 8
minutes.
1st due company
Exceeds 5-minute travel time
20-25% of the time.
Some calls <8 minutes.
1st due company Exceeds 5minute travel time 30% of
the time.
Some calls <10 minutes.

Out of Area Calls

Building/Risk Inventory

More than 10%
of calls are in
adjacent area

New area has 25% of same
risk distribution as in initial
area

More than 20-25%
of calls are in
outlying area

New area has 35% of same
risk distribution as in initial
area of coverage

More than 30%
of calls are in
outlying area

New area has 50% of same
risk distribution as in initial
area

An equally important element that must be considered is the capability of the district to
financially sustain deployment of a new station. The decision to deploy a new fire station must
involve monitoring of the revenue stream that accrues from new development. Ideally, the
revenue stream should provide adequate funding thresholds aligned with timing of fire station
site acquisition, building construction, and staffing. The evolution from identifying the
appropriate site for a new station, development and construction, and equipping and staffing the
station can be a multi-year process. Funds could become available to accomplish site
acquisition; produce initial construction plans and specifications; develop the site; and complete
building construction in an incremental fashion as the revenue stream that will fund these
elements evolves while the new development builds-out.
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Another factor requiring consideration is identifying the proper staffing for a new station. It is not
uncommon to have a station constructed and have the staffing pattern evolves over years from
one deployment model to another. For instance, a temporary facility may only have two
personnel that are trained and equipped to handle medical emergencies and full staffing may
not happen until a permanent station is constructed. In the case of a station under
consideration, it should be anticipated that a policy decision must be made with respect to the
staffing model that will be used as soon as possible as part of the analysis of a need for a new
station.
Ultimately, the decision for timing and deployment of a new station is not one that can be arrived
at by exclusively using a single measure to justify a new station and an additional full-time paid
company.
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Appendix G – Adoption
Adopted this 21st day of March 2019 by the Board of Directors of the Arvada Fire Protection
District.
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